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that’s
fantastic news

for you.

hmmm...
yes, great.

so did
you get it
in shares
or cash?

yes,
that would
be lovely.

yes,
your suit is
still in my 
wardrobe.

i’ve had it
dry cleaned

for you.

so that
means you
can’t make
saturday
night?

that’s
okay.

sunday
night? yeah,
sunday night

is great.

right,
need to go.
some of us

actually have
work to go

to.
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good
morning, young
lady. nice and
early today.

well,
no rest for
the wicked.

you must
be really

evil.

let’s just
keep that

between us,
shall we?

have a
good day.
see you
later.

THREADNEEDLE
STREET.         EC2

UNDERGROUNDUNDERGROUND

David Johnson
Project manager
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morning.

morning,
david.

good
morning,

david.

morning,
sir.

morning,
david.

how
are you
today?

whenever
you’re ready.

morning,
david.

good
morning,

david.

morning,
david.

good
morning,

david.

morning.

morning,
david.morning.

morning.

morning.

make sure
this is all
sorted by
wednesday.

...and I
think that’s

it.

no
problem.

ensure
that the

test environment
is ready by the

end of the
day.

make
sure that’s

finished.

tell me
when it’s

done.

I
want those

machines before
the end of next

week!
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- Release candidate 4.2.1  -  Testing

- Two Bugs Outstanding.

- Five Bugs Cleared

- T

- F

ah, Steve.
go on. do

it just
for me.

Gary, I
don’t care

if you think you
know a better

way.

I
thought we
had agreed I
want it done

this way.

I’m sorry,
but you agreed
to the spec, we
can’t change

it now.

so what
if it says it in

the book?

anyone
can write
a book.

make
sure you

log the hours
you worked
correctly.

release
candidate four

point two point
one is in
testing.

we have
two bugs

outstanding
and we have

cleared
five.

release
four point two

point two has just
completed its first
integration and has

minor issues.

we
have two
resources
looking

at it.

the indigo
release has A rag
status of amber
with the rising

perception that it
has a higher

probability of
breaching the red

covenants.

we will know
for certain whether

we can hit the
deadline by thursday

when the client comes
in to check it

out again.

do you
wanna join us
for a drink to
start off the

weekend?

no thanks.
I have some

work to
finish up.

fair enough.
maybe next

week.

maybe.
have a good

night, see you
monday.

why did
you ask

her?

nothing
wrong

with being
friendly.

yeah,
right...

status
is amber.
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rose, can
you come
in here
please?

you’re
going
home?

I
know I first

said wednesday, 
but I now need
it by monday

noon.

I have
a meeting

with the new
board
at two.

have
a good
weekend.

Working
late as an

excuse to see
me again?

you’re
five minutes
late with

your round.
again.

no.
your watch

is five minutes
too fast.

again.

I wish
i was just

waiting for you.
I’ve got some
work to finish.

fair
enough.

see
you on
the way
down.
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night.
see you
monday.

night.
have a good

weekend.
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night.
see you
monday.

night.
have a good

weekend.
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cl�

your mother
would be livid

seeing you  walk
around with wet
hair like that,
young lady.

what
are you
doing
here?
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why don’t
we go out?
my treat.

you got
any food?
I Haven’t
eaten in

ages.

timing
couldn’t have
been better,
I’ve just been

shopping.

ooohh, 
goodies.
let’s have
a look.

well
that’s not

a nice thing
to say --

-- and I
was going
to give you
a present.

I didn’t
mean it like

that. you said you
were going to
arrive later.

yeah, well,
I like to

keep my options
open, and I
managed to

get an earlier
flight.

you
should’ve
said. been
waiting
long?

about
ten minutes.

nothing
to worry

about.

so
where is

it?

where’s
what?

my
birthday
present.

you
mean the meal

you just
ate?

what?
that’s not
fair. if I had

known I would
have ordered

the steak.

‘scuse me,
ladies. these
are from the

two gentlemen
over there.

what?
I don -- shuddup.

are they
cute?

don’t
look.

you’ll only
encourage

them.

so what?
they don’t
look too

bad.

and not
too drunk.
we could
be onto

something
here.

you call
them over,

and I’m going
home.

ah well,
better luck
next time.

so come
on then

what did you
do for your

birthday?

nothing.
david needed

something done
for tomorrow.

you
worked?!

you worked
late on your

birthday?!

you’re
telling me
you worked

late on your
thirtieth
birthday?!

it was
either that

or go in at five
tomorrow.

that
might be
slightly

forgivable.
what did

you do last
night? 

stayed
in.

alone?
so the only
thing you did

on your birthday
was work with

david?

david
wasn’t

there. he
went home

early.

can’t
believe this.
we’ve spoken
about this

before.

yeah,
well...

I’m not
letting
you get

away with
this.

If you keep
following david

around like that,
you’ll turn into a
moany old maid

soon.

oh
thanks.
I’m not

th --

if you’re
like this at

thirty, what are
you gonna be
 like at sixty?
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thanks
very much.
appreciate

it.
you

know the
way back to
the flat?

why are
you being like

that?

like
what?

like you.
You’re Already
behaving like
a moany old

maid.

just because
I don’t want to
talk to a couple
of guys doesn’t

make me an
old maid.

but it
won’t be

long before
you are

one.

not
everyone can
be like you,

lilly.
well

that’s their
problem,
isn’t it?

I don’t
know why

you’re taking
this so

seriously.

we’re just
going to have
a drink and
talk. it’s not

marriage
and kids.

there
can be

something
inbetween
‘single’ and

‘married with
kids’.

it
doesn’t

have to be
just a choice
between two
absolutes.

I don’t
think th --

-- now
look what

you’ve done.

hiya. how you
doing? just

wanted to see
how those drinks

were treating
you.

very
well, thank

you.

glad
to hear

it.

my
name’s

peter. the
big guy to
my left is

james.

peter,
big james,
pleased to
meet you.

I’m
lilly, and
this is my

sister,
rose.

good
evening.

ah,
Lilly and
rose... ...what

a beautiful
bouquet you

make.

is that
it? that’s

how you’re
goins to sweep

us off our
feet?

still,
I think we’re

lucky you didn’t
call us a ‘pair

of rare
blooms’.

I--
I.. er, I
di --

look,
sorry to sound a
bit rude, but my

sister and I haven’t
seen each other in

a while. 

We’re
bound to be
back at some

point, how about
we talk some
more then?

we’ll
keep the

drinks, thank
you very

much.

well that
about says it
all, doesn’t

it?
better

luck next
time.

can I
facebook

you?

why don’t
we get another
round in, and 
see if we can’t
change your

minds?

what do
you think

rose?

oh,
and you
were so
close...
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sorry about
that. just wasn’t

in the mood.
s’alright.

your birthday,
can do what

you want.

thanks. of course
that does mean
we’re going to
do whatever

I want to do on
my birthday.

I
suppose I
asked for

that.

just
try not to
make it too

painful.

what’re
you doing?

I was
just about
to give you
something

before they
came over.

hang on.
it’s in here
somewhere.

a
tatty bit
of paper?

it’s a
business

card.

it will
change your

life.

does it
come with

some magic
beans?

I’m
serious, Rose.
call those

people.

you
won’t
regret

it.

that your
taxi on the

phone? okay,
I see
you.

I’ll just
grab my

case and be
right down.

well,
I’ve gotta

go.
still

okay for
lunch on

wednesday?

sure.

good. I
want to hear
that you’ve

called these
people.

yes. don’t
let this card
out of your
sight until

you do.

hope it
goes well

today. seeya
wednesday.

really?

The next
day...
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23rd September Sunday

Dear Susan,

Just got back from the West End with Lil. She wanted to do something for my 30th birthday. 

How could I refuse spending some time with my sister? We even encountered two guys who

were hitting on us and I’m sure Lil would have had us waste the whole evening with them. 

You could tell they were not interested in anything other than a one night stand. Luckily 

they got my hints after a few minutes.

Lil gave me grief about David again. What she forgets, is that David was the ONLY person 

who would hire me after Nimrod bombed. David may get me to do a lot but he has been

 a good and loyal friend. Not only did he give me a job after Nimrod, he has given me every

 job since. Not everyone can join a dot com, some of us actually have to have a bit of 

stability in their lives.

Lil went on about that “Ski Trip” story again. It’s like she hasn’t told me about it a hundred 

times already. You know what, I’ll just write it down now so that I can remember the details 

and interrupt her with them next time. That way, she might give me a break.

So Susan, I present Lilly Randall’s Most Marvellous Ski Trip.

Lilly had booked a ski trip with friends for a weekend, but later realized she had to be in the 

London office early in the morning the next Monday for a business presentation. Her flight

 was scheduled to return to Stansted Airport at 11pm, which was pretty late at night. She

 checked the time of the last train to London from Stansted to find out it was at 11.30pm. 

That was okay as long as her flight landed on time, got through customs quickly and there 

was no delay with her luggage. Then she would make it to the train for London in time. 

Given the flight was from an airport near to a ski resort, it was possible the flight might be

delayed... by snow or all manner of things.

She didn’t want to cancel the ski trip and miss out on the fun and she had to be in the office

 on Monday, so she decided to look for options. Something she picked up in a “Real Options” 

course.

She started looking at hotels near Stansted. Found a couple but she would have to pay for

 the hotel unless she was able to cancel by 6pm. No good as this meant she was committed 



23rd September Sunday

to a night in the hotel. Instead, she made a list of hotels at the airport so she could ring 

them to see if they had anything free when she needed them.

She considered taxis. Black cabs are expensive and if the flight landed late she would be 

fighting with the rest of the flight for those available.  If her bag was off first, that was fine, 

but if it wasn’t, she was at the back of the queue.She considered a minicab from her local firm

which would be cheaper and more reliable as she used them ALL the while. She makes a big

deal out of building a relationship with  them. The problem is that the journey is an hour and

she would not know if she needed it until after they had to set off. She wrote down a list of

mini-cabs close to the airport so that she could call them as soon as she knew she had missed

the train.

She had her options to get home from the airport: get the train, mini-cab close to the airport,

black cab, hotel at the airport.

She called the mini-cab companies to find out which ones might have a cab on a Sunday night.

 She called the hotels at the airport to see which ones had free rooms.

For some reason, she stopped and asked herself “What is my goal?” All the while she had been

 focused on getting home on Sunday night. She asked herself “Why?” (Susan, I sometimes think

 ”Why” from  Annie Lennox’s Diva album should be the theme tune to Lil’s Ski Trip Story). Why

 do I want to get home on Sunday night?

I love the theatrical way she delivers the next bit. “AND I REALISED THAT GETTING HOME WAS

 NOT MY GOAL!” Hushed tones “My goal was to be at work on Monday morning before 9am. 

And I need to be showered, nice smelling and as fresh as a carnation.” She realised that she

 did not care where she stayed the night as long as she could get to work on time. So she left 

a freshly pressed suit and blouse  and clean shoes in the coat cupboard in her office. That was 

all she really needed to ensure she could stay anywhere on Sunday night.

In the end a friend on the trip had a change of plans and offered to give her a lift home. 

As they drove home at 1am she realised her friend would have an additional hour driving in 

order to give a lift home. She ended up crashing in her friend’s spare room. She showered at 

her friend’s place, travelled into work with them and got dressed into her work clothes in the 

toilet at the office.

And she has never shut up about the story since. And that is why she now keeps a clean suit 

in my apartment. Just in case.                                         Night Susan.
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oh, hey,
how’d it

go?

what’s
going on,

david?
why

are you
packing your

stuff?

excuse
me -- rose?
could you

step this way
please?

excuse
me?

it is
rose, isn’t 

it?
...yes... great. if

you’d like
to come
inside.

please
come in,
rose.

sorry
to surprise

you like
that --

-- this
won’t take

long.

rose,
an exciting
opportunity

has arisen for
you.

david
wasn’t delivering.
the project needs
someone who can

deliver.

we have
looked at your
background and

experience and we
think you would be
perfect for what

we need.

we have
had to let david

go and we want you
to take on his

responsibilities.

I normally
work for david.

I’m not sure if I’m
the right person

for this.
I’m certain
others are

better
qualified.
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you
misunderstand.

this is not
a request.

if you
do not do it,

we will be forced
to pull the plug
on the project.

so either I
take this job or

all my colleagues
are made

redundant.

is that
what you are

saying?
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well,
hello.

how’s your
day been?

pretty
awful... I’m not
disturbing you,

am I?

no. just
getting ready
for another

exhausting night
on the town.

but let
me guess,

you’re still
at work...

yeah,
bu --

ooohhh,
we talked

about this.
put david on
the phone.

can’t.
he’s gone.

been
fired.

what?!
so what does

that mean
about you?

they
gave me
his job.

yayyy.
about
time.

now do
what any

half decent
boss would
do and go

home.

time
to start

dumping your
work onto
some poor

lackey.

I don’t
want to be
responsible

for the whole
department.

I’ve got
until monday
to come up
with a new

plan.

or you
get to follow
david out the

door...

along
with everyone

else!

maybe.
not yet.

you
don’t sound
too happy
about this.

I
was hoping

to avoid
this type of

responsibility.

oh, get
over yourself.
that was long
ago.  it doesn’t

matter
anymore.

If you
really didn’t

want to do it,
you could’ve

left with
david.

sometimes
you just need

a little
push.

even if
it’s off a

cliff?

maybe.
but at least

you know you’ll
hit the ground at

some point.

now
that’s a cheery

thought. here to
help.

I need to
go now,

we’ll talk
more on

wednesday,
okay?

yeah...

don’t
worry about
it. this can
only be a

good thing.
seeya.

they’re
all ready
for you

now, rose.

thanks,
janine. I’ll
be out in a

minute.

The next
day...
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okay... so you
guys probably
realised that

david has gone, and
that I’ve got to

pick up his
role.

so what
does that

mean?

we are all
going to

have to work
harder to make

the project
a success. I’m

counting
on all of

you.

I’m not
sure I like
the sound
of working

harder.

we are
already
working
at 110%

let me
work

through the
plan so I
can tell

you what it
means.
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if only
I had another

five bodies.

let’s
try this
another

way...

no, that
doesn’t work

either!

there’s
no way I
can make

this
work!!
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so, I’m
screwed. there’s

no way I can
deliver the
project.

so I, and
the rest of

the group get
fired, and some

idiot on another
floor gets to

save the
day.

okay, let
me explain

‘real options’
to you. remember

the business
card?

options
have value,
options
expire. never

commit early
unless you
know why.

what
does

that all
mean?

an option
is something

we can choose
to do.

theatre
ticket, airline

ticket, etc. it is
where you have
the right to do
something, but

not an
obligation.

a commitment
is something
we have to do.
taxes, etc.

the
biggest

problem is
that most people
see commitments

which are actually
options.

it’s a
problem with

their filters of
perception.

that’s all
well and good,

but I need something
I can use right now
when I get back to

the office

okay.
try this...

what
about

it?
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so, do
you think

you’re going
to be okay
for this

afternoon?

I think
so. doesn’t
sound too

tricky. I’ll
jus --

oh,
HIya. never
seen you

out of the
office.

whu--?

rose
isn’t it?

from the
second
floor.

duncan,.
from the fourth.

we’ve shared
a few meetings

here and
there.

oh,
hi...

almost
didn’t recognise
you with your

hair down. very
nice.

sorry
about
that.

anyway
I see you’re

busy.

see
you around
sometime.

who’s
that?

just
some

idiot from
another
floor.

well
if it all

goes badly,
you could
ask if he
needs an
assistant.

we’re
going to

try some new
things.

from now
on I want

you all to work
more closely

together so that
more than one of
you knows what’s

going on.

-- and in
order to make

up the time,
I need most of

you to work a few
late nights --

working back
from the deadline,
I need you to start
some tasks earlier

that I thought...
we need

to stop working
on the technical

debt stuff --

I’m not
happy about

this either. I’m
going to have to

work at the
weekend as

well.

-- and the
weekend.
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‘scuse
me, please.

do you
have to do
it now?  I’m
trying to

work.
so am I.

you’re not
supposed to

be here.

you’re
telling

me!

evening.

evening.

hiya.
see you’ve

got yourself
some little

helpers.

yeah.
sorry, should

I have told
you about

this?

nah, it’s
fine. just

need to know
if you plan on

stealing
anything.

I’ll
let you

know once
the van is
loaded.

fair
enough. have
a good night.
see you on

the way
down.

later that
night... Even later

that night...
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I thought
that everyone
had to come

in today?

where’s
Jim?

he
referees

for a soccer
team on

saturdays.

that’s not
fair! I don’t

have any
kids.

I’m
gonna --

sshhh!

-- not as
much as I’m
on now, but
they have a
much more
enlightened
approach to

work/life
balance.

oh, got
to go.

hiya,
simon.
where’s
bob?

oh,
he’s sick
today.

typical.
just what

I need.

we fall
behind no

matter what
I do.

Saturday...27th September   Thursday

Dear Susan,

I had a really great lunch with Lilly yesterday. She was telling me about real options again.

I’ve ignored her in the past but currently I feel in the need of some options... pun intended.

Lilly said that the most important thing is to understand the difference between options and

commitments, and when an option is not an option. She said that climbing down a rock face

was a commitment. However we can turn that commitment into an option by taking a rope

with us. She said that the option needs to be properly tested. Climbing down a rock face

with a rope that’s not secured was the same as climbing down without one. In order for the

commitment to be reversible you need to tie the rope to something at the top and then you

can climb back up again. In effect, although the rope provides an option, it is not an option if

we start to climb down without the rope tied to the top.

We discussed all sorts of things that were really options rather than commitments. For

example tickets (plane, concert and sporting events). Commitments were things like tax,

children and dying... no offence. Funnily enough plane tickets are a commitment on the part

of the airline. They are committed to transporting you, you have the option to go.

I explained how I was working out the critical path of our project. Effectively the duration of

those dependent tasks that specify the earliest date we can finish the project. Lilly seemed

bored.

I finally get “Technical Debt”. The guys at work go on and on about it as if it’s this all-

important thing. Anyway my head was spinning from all the talk about “Options”, “Expiry

Conditions”, and “Commitments”, and Lilly was talking about “technical debt”. I did not hear

all she said but she said it’s really motivating for a team to feel they are doing quality work.

So that’s it. The purpose of technical debt is to motivate the team. Important in many cases

but perhaps not in our case when we have really important deadlines.

Good night Susan. I’m tired so going to keep it short.
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thanks
a lot, guys.

really appreciate
you coming

in.

we should
be back on

track, so more
normal hours

from now
on.

grumble,
mutter

grumble.

mutter
grumble
mutter.

grumble,
mutter

grumble.

mutter
grumble
mutter.

grumble,
mutter

grumble.

mutter
grumble
mutter.
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my plan
shows we can
hit the first

milestone with 75%
confidence --

-- which will
increase to 95%
if you give me

five more
developers. 

a-hem...

monday.
9:02 am.

sorry,
rose, there’s
been some
sort of
mistake.

yeah, we
sacked the

other guy for
the same

plan

well,
it cannot
be done
then.

we should’ve
gone with Duncan

in the first
place

if you can’t
deliver we’ll

have to scrap
your product
and close the

division.

yes, but he
was not

available...

and let
duncan and
his people
pick it up.
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Blobs
Random musings - Lilly Randall

Types of Options
Earliest use of options

Options are not new and Mother Nature is one of 
the biggest users. The earliest documented usage 
of real options is the fossils from the Cambrian Era. 
During the Cambrian Era there was a huge amount 
of biodiversity. Gradually many of these diverse
organisms died out. The diversity was so huge that 
it is known as the Cambrian Explosion. Quite literally, 
the conditions on Earth resulted in life creating lots 
and lots of options.

In our world there are roughly three kinds of
options:

• Financial options
• Embedded options
• Real options

Financial Options

When people think of options, they normally think
of financial options. Financial Options famously
contributed to the “Tulip” bubble in Amsterdam 
many centuries ago. In the 17th century tulips were 
very popular in the Netherlands and the demand 
rose so high that traders wanted to secure the 
tulips in order for them to be able to sell them. So 
they bought the right to buy tulips at a later date 
for a specified amount. This led to a perceived 
higher demand and a highly speculative market
that ultimately crashed.
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Financial options have been around for many years 
but they only really came to the fore when Fischer 
Black, Myron Scholes and Robert Merton published 
their famous formula for determining the value of 
an option in 1973. Since then, the markets for
options have grown and grown. The invention of the 
Black-Scholes equation spawned an entire industry. 
The key thing about a financial option is that the 
two parties entering into the option (the buyer of 
the option, and the seller of the option who takes 
on a commitment) do so in the understanding that 
they are entering into an option. The buyer willingly 
pays a premium for the option, and the maturity / 
expiry of the option is specified in the options
contract.

Embedded Options

A second class of option is the embedded option. 
An embedded option is an option that occurs in a 
legal contract, which was NOT specifically intended 
to be an option. This is a clause in a contract that 
allows the buyer some flexibility as a kind of ser-
vice. The seller and the buyer are often unaware 
that this structure is an embedded option. The 
seller does not know they have given away an 
option for free just because it does not look like an 
option.
The option can be very valuable and the maturity of 
the option may or may not be specified. It is quite 
likely the option buyer does NOT pay a premium for 
the option.

Examples of embedded options include:
•  Operational Tolerance in Oil Contracts. Contracts 
for physical delivery of oil contain an operational 
tolerance which is a fancy way of saying that both 
parties do not know which oil tanker (which vary in 
size) will be used to pick up the oil. To accommo-
date this variance oil contracts allow for a variable 
amount to be picked up, for example the contract 
would be for 100,000 barrels plus or minus 5%.
If you read this same contract from an options per-
spective, the plus or minus 5% means the contract 
is really for 95,000 barrels plus an option to buy a 
further 10,000 barrels. 
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If the price of oil has gone up above the price in the 
contract by the time the tanker picks the oil up, the 
buyer can buy the extra 10,000 barrels cheaper 
than the current market price. And if the price has 
gone below the contract price, the tanker takes 
only the minimum 95,000 barrels.

•  Phased contracts. Contracts that contain a
specified price for which subsequent goods and 
services can be bought for are called phased
contracts. For example, an IT contract with a
specified phase 2 allowing the buyer to buy the 
second phase at a set price. The buyer can see how 
much phase 1 costs and potentially change suppliers 
for phase 2 if he thinks he can get it cheaper.
Alternatively if the cost is more than he thought, 
the buyer can use the offered price for the second 
phase.

The Black-Scholes equation or one of its many
children can be applied to the valuation of an
embedded option, but may not always be appropri-
ate. This can happen when the underlying assump-
tions of the Black-Scholes formula are not all valid, 
for instance when there is not a single correct price 
of an underlying asset of the option.

When an expert trader of options identifies an 
option embedded in a contract, he will price the 
option separate from the rest of the contract.
Understanding this difference between the “market 
price” and the “market price adjusted for optionali-
ty” can be used to create a (market) risk free 
profit known as an arbitrage. The trick is spotting 
these options as they are rarely called options.

Real Options

Real options are options that exist outside of legal
frameworks. They are the choices we have in the 
real world. Black-Scholes and its derivative cannot 
be used to value real options. However, some of the 
things we know from financial mathematics mean 
that we can say three things about real options....
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Options have value
Not just the value of the benefit received (intrinsic 
value), but also the fact that you still have an 
option has value above the intrinsic value. Being able 
to choose later is valuable. This value is higher when 
there is more uncertainty.

Options expire
At some point the option is no longer available. It 
expires either based on time passing or that other 
events have happened making it no longer possible 
to use a particular option. The most important thing 
to keep track of with real options is the expiry
condition(s). Under what condition is an option no 
longer available.

Never commit early unless you know why
Committing to an option is when you decide to do
something and it is no longer optional, but an obli-
gation / commitment. Making a commitment
destroys options to realize some value / benefit. 
With real options it is important to understand why 
you destroy one thing to create another. It is not 
about committing as late as possible as that might 
expose one to higher and unnecessary risks. It is 
about gathering as much information in the time 
available and trying to push to expiry conditions to 
a later date or knowing why you commit earlier than 
the expiry.
 
Real options are literally everywhere. Anything you 
can do without the obligation to do it is a real 
option: phoning a friend, buying a house, finding a 
new job, walking up to a stranger, travelling to Cuba.
 
As soon as you understand this, you’ll see them
everywhere. No worries, relax. You don’t have to 
manage them all, just the ones that are most
important to you.

               Seeya next 
time - L
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it’s 
all your
fault!!

‘my
fault’? what

are you
talking
about?

I did
what you
told me
to do --

-- and it’s
all gone to

hell!!!

tell
me what
you did...

no
problem.

you set it up,
and I’ll go
along with

you.

I’m
sorry I

shouted. just
needed to
let it all

out.

if they
can’t, I can
call others,

but they don’t
live in London and
might take longer

to respond.

you
reckon these
people can
help me...?

thanks.
I’ll call you

when it’s
done.
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where did
I put that
business
card?
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right, I’ve
got to leave
early for an

important
meeting.

I’ll
see you

guys in the
morning.

not a hot
date, I hope.

don’t want to
be jealous.

wow. leaving
while the sun

is still shining.

something
wrong?

no,
no. got a
meeting to

get to. don’t
want to be

late.

I wish.
just work
related, I’m

afraid.

well
that’s okay

then.

hope it
goes well,
see you in

the
morning.

will
do. have
a good
night.
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Blobs
Random musings - Lilly Randall

About relationships
and knowledge options

Just a quick post before meeting the Cantina guys 
with Rose. It reminded me that relationships are 
some of the most valuable options. The ability to 
ring someone and have them reach out and help you 
is very special. This is especially true when learning 
new things. People have different learning styles;
I have trouble learning things straight from a book 
or blog post. Having someone you can ask questions 
to when you’re at the point you don’t understand 
something speeds up your learning process sever-
al-fold. At least it did for me.

Knowledge options

This ability to learn things quickly lead me to some-
thing I call knowledge options. Knowledge options 
are those pieces of information I know just enough 
of. What I do differently compared to others is that 
I learn enough about a subject to understand what 
can be done with the tools, and how long it will take 
me to learn the tools to the point that I can apply 
them.

Some subjects take a long while to become compe-
tent in so I start to apply them before I need them 
so that I’m competent with them in case I ever need 
them. Other subjects I leave until later. In both 
cases it is useful to know someone who can help me 
learn.

Another way of creating these knowledge options is 
to go through the contents pages of books and 
look for terms and subjects you do not know. A 
more general approach is to constantly look out for 
subjects you do not know about.
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Finding a mentor

Finding the right mentor for a subject that is availa-
ble as well can be a challenge. My experience is that 
practitioners, the people who do this stuff in their 
daily work, are the best mentors. The practitioners 
normally can tell you which are the important bits. 
They have gone through all the material, tried it out, 
and tossed out the things that didn’t work for 
them. Finding these practitioners is a lot easier 
nowadays than before.

To find a mentor for a subject, I start with search-
ing for the authors who have published a good book 
on the subject. I then look for the community of 
practitioners who gather around the author. Besides 
the fact that the practitioners have lived through 
the experience, they normally have more time to 
spend explaining things to you than a busy author. 
These days most subjects have a community who 
meet in an on-line forum (e-mail / Facebook / Linke-
dIn groups) to discuss the material. The groups are 
normally very supportive of people asking questions 
about the subject and provide a very valuable
resource.

Conscious Incompetence

 

Knowledge options explicitly acknowledge the value 
of being consciously incompetent about a subject 
with one extra criteria: how long it takes to become 
consciously competent in the subject. If a subject 
takes a long time to learn and it is likely to be 
useful, then learn the subject early. If it takes a 
short time, the learning commitment can be de-
ferred.
 
The conscious competence model was invented by Noel Burch in 
1970, though some incorrectly attribute it to Abraham Maslow.
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hiya.

hey.
you managed
to make it

through the
day.

I walk
past this place
all the time.
never been in

though.

just.
thanks for
doing this.

hope it
works.

it will,
but you

have to pay
attention and

give it time.

yeah, well.
most people

only see things
they’re looking

for...

that’s
what’s good
about this

little hive of
scum and
villainy --

-- known
only to a
chosen

few.
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the
learning
cantina.

great,
lilly.

Good to
see you.

Also
known as

TLC.

hi, there.
you must be

rose. We spoke
on the
phone.

I have
a table over
here. Do you
want to join

me?

Ah, there’s
Jon Terry.

Hi, Jon.
how are

you?
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right. so
there are three
things you need

to know on
your project.

you’re
best speaking

to liz keogh to
work out where

you want
to go --

-- and how
to get between

the two as quickly
as possible.

let’s
start with
where you
are now.

where
you are
going --

sounds
simple

enough.

okay.

-- where
you are --

I can give
you some pointers

about the last
two: where you are

and how to go
quickly.

on the
phone you

said that you’re
spending a lot

of time on
gathering status,
but you still do
not know where

you are.

yes.
there

are only three
statuses for

a task --

-- not
started -- 

-- work in
progress --

-- and
done.

I have
asked Liz to

join us
later.

then get
the team

to do it for
themselves.

they need
to know what’s
going on after

all.

but it’s
not for them.

I need the
status for

management.
it’s more

important that
the team knows
the status than

that management
does.

but that
sounds like

even more than
I’m doing

now.

for each
step in the process
of what you’re doing
you need a queue or

a buffer in front
of them for the

tasks not started
yet.

percentages
are just

nonsense.
even 99%. that

remaining
percent could

take weeks.

still a
lot of

uncertainty
there.

what!
are you
crazy?
why?!

so
they can

co-ordinate
their

activity.
but
I do
that.

and how
is that

working
for you?

let the
team do it

instead, so you
can focus on
the important

stuff.

I have
to go. I

assume you’ll
be okay here

now. yeah. no
problem.

I’ll call
tomorrow.

hiya...
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how do
I keep the
meeting to
five or ten
minutes? make

everyone
stand up.

okay.
so now I

know where
I am --

-- how do I
get to go as

quickly as
possible?

how
do I do
that?

even I
struggle

to work my
way around
the plan.

stick your
work on a wall
and get them to
update it with you

once a day.

a five
or ten minute
meeting should

be enough.

first,
focus on

time rather
than cost.

leave the
developers
and testers
to get on
with their

tasks.

your
job is to
focus on
blocked
items --

-- and the
queues or
‘waiting’
states,

monitor
that people
are working
on one item
at a time --

-- People
working on more

than one task
means you have
hidden queues.

I almost
forgot one
of the most
important
things --

-- you
should identify
dependencies

on your
project.

working
on more than
one task, or

task switching
as we call it,
is ineffective.

it is a
signal for you
that things are

blocked, but
not reported

as such.

you could
always pay down
some technical

debt --

-- which
speeds up

development
as well.

oh
dear...

I use
a gantt
chart.

that’s not
enough.

you
need to

find a way
to break the
dependencies

between
tasks.

that
covers

the basics.

we now
need to think
how we use

real options
to handle

uncertainty.

oh-- here’s
liz keogh.
Perfect
timing.

she
can help
us with
this.
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using
real options

to handle
uncertanty.

avoid
committing
too early.

and how
do you
manage
that?

you
have several
ways of doing
something --

-- but don’t
know the

‘best’ way to
do it.

happens
practically
every day.

right.
there are

three
approaches.

One,
postpone

the commitment,
collect more
information.

Two,
choose the
option that
is easiest to

change.

liz,
this is

lilly’s sister,
rose.

rose,
this is liz
keogh.

how
are you
doing?

great.
pleased
to meet

you.

I take
it that jon

has got
the ball
rolling --

-- where
are we
up to?

Suppose
you’re building

a website, you don’t
know how popular

it will be. 

you can
store data in
a cheap to

implement file, or
an expensive

database.

changing this
later will require

you to change
lots of your

website.

instead you
write some

software to sit
between the

website and the
data store --

-- which
could be either

the file or
database.

first you
use the file,

and if the site
is more popular,
you can easily

change to
use the

database.

the end
solution
is slightly

more expensive,
but it allows

you to delay the
commitment.

which of
the three

approaches
do you
use?

I do
all

three. obviously. just
hope I

remember
this.

okay.

Three,
invest in

a different
approach that
allows change
to be easier.

the first
two seem quite

straightforward.
not sure about

the third.
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what are
you doing

here?

ideally
you would

want to hire
someone like

him.

this is
the last

place I would
expect to
find you.

rose
is lilly’s
sister --

-- she
needs a

real options
coach.

you are
kidding. steve

is gonna
flip.

rose,
I think it’s

time for you to
buy me a

drink.
fair

enough.
this round’s

on me.

I’ll
give you

a hand, and
we can have

a chat.

gary?
he’s on my

team!

gary...?
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2nd October     Tuesday

Dear Susan,

At University most of my friends lived together in one of two big houses. They were on the

same street side by side and they were owned by the same landlord. The landlord had a lot

of properties that he rented out to students. All of them were the same. Same kitchen,

same bathroom. I suspected the landlord had a warehouse full of spares that he bought at

the same time he bought the kitchens.

I ate dinner at one of the houses quite a few times. I would come in and the kitchen would be

spotless. Two of the guys in the house were really fussy and insisted on everyone cleaning up

the kitchen after a meal. They were also pretty disciplined at replacing things that ran out.

They had a schedule and everything. The others went along with it but I think they liked the

place being tidy as well. Whenever I was there around dinner time they would offer something

to eat. Within ten to fifteen minutes we would have something on our plates to eat. These

were student days so it was normally pretty basic.

Next door were the gym guys. They had moved the kitchen table to one side and installed a

weights bench. One thing I remember vividly was that there were never, ever, ever clean cups.

The kitchen sink was normally full of dirty pots but a cup of tea required a trawl of the living

room and residents bedrooms. Whenever I had a cup of tea there I normally had to go to the

shops at the corner to get milk, tea bags and even washing up liquid on one occasion. It did

not worry me too much as it took just as long to find a couple of cups in the rubbish tip that

they called a living room. One time one of the guys invited a new girlfriend around for dinner.

It took him so long to prepare it that she dumped him.

I’ve come to realise that technical debt is like a dirty kitchen. You cannot find anything and

you have to clean up before you start to do any real work. While a little is still manageable on

a daily basis, if it gets too big the act of cleaning up and hunting for things is a real gumption

trap (from Zen and the Art of Motorcycle maintenance).

At some point the mess is too big to find things and it becomes easier to give up. This builds

up to a series of failed attempts to clean up and the initiative to start becomes smaller and

smaller. 



2nd October     Tuesday

Paying down technical debt or “Refactoring” as some of the developers call it is the equivalent

of cleaning the kitchen and putting stuff in the right place. This means that the next person

who comes along is able to find what they need where they expect it to be.

Options helped me realise that technical debt is not debt. It is not a fixed cost. 

Rather it is a sold option. The more valuable and urgent the requirement, the more the

“sold option” ( Technical Debt ) costs you. As the guy who lost the girlfriend knows all too

well. Sadly people never learn, he lost the next two girlfriends after me as well though we all

became good friends. 

I now realise that paying down technical debt is like keeping the kitchen clean. It helps me

respond quicker and deliver faster with less effort. This gives me more options which is a

good thing. Sometimes the most valuable investment for the business is a pair of

technology cleaning gloves.

One last thing, tonight Lilly took me to The Learning Cantina. Amazing how she always finds

these extraordinary places. She introduced me to Jon Terry and Liz Keogh and we had a great

conversation about project management and Real Options. Sounds interesting, this options

thinking. Made sense to me, but I’m not sure how this is going to help me. I’ll first start with

the project management ideas.

When I googled Liz I came across a blog post of hers describing a real life situation where

she applied options thinking.

Good night, Susan. Time to get some sleep.



A few years back, I met Chris Parsons when he gave a talk about a topic
I was hugely interested in.  Chris was the CEO of Eden Development, a
little software house down in Winchester. Meeting him resulted in us both
appreciating offering options in real life.
 
After the talk Chris and I exchanged ideas about some questions he’d
had difficulty answering. He seemed impressed and suggested I should
come and coach his team for a day or two. I like small companies; they’re
usually fun and easy to coach. So, I offered him a fairly low rate and Chris
replied promptly and said, “Come down on Monday.”
“Hmmm, you said, ‘A day or two.’,” I reminded him. “You see, Winchester’s
two and a half hours by train, each way, and I don’t really feel like travelling
for five hours only to do it again the next day, so I have a proposal.”

I offered Chris the option for my help on the second day, at the same low
rate. Chris could buy this option for the price of a hotel and a meal. If he
paid for my hotel, I’d stay there regardless. This way I would have a nice
relaxed time instead of trying to travel there and back in one day, and if
Chris wanted me back for the second day all he needed to do was let me
know before I left on the first day.

Chris loved the idea. I booked the hotel, went there for my first day and
started helping the team at Eden Development. 

Chris Parsons was so pleased with the results on the first day that he
asked me to come back on the second day - he used the option. When I
came back in, Chris said, “I’ve spoken to our client and asked him to keep
a prioritized list of the things he wants. We only need to know the top six
things he wants us to work on. This allows us to help him focus on the
stakeholder goals more effectively. We’ll chat with him once a week to
get more. Now...
how do we make this work?”

When I called back a few months later to see how things were going, they
had reduced the limit to three items, talking to their client twice a week.
It turned out their client loved having the option to change his mind too!

Clients value changing their minds too

Software, Training, Coaching, Writing.

Liz Keogh’s Blog

July

01
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Analysis
Ready

for
Analysis

Ready
for
Dev

Ready
for
Test

Ready
for

Release

Ready
for

Approval

Standards
ApprovalBacklog Prioritised Development Test Released

dy
or
lysis

Ready
for

R

Ready
for

pproval
Sta
A

Test Released

Analysis Development Test Prod

AnalysisBacklog Prioritised Development Test Prod

what
statuses

would the
work be

in? that
looks
good.

we may
want to have

an unprioritised
and a prioritised
backlog status

as well.

now we
need the queues
in front of the

states.
let’s call

them “ready
for --”

is everyone
here? please make

sure you can
see the wall.

can everyone
please write every

task they are working
on on a sticky and
place it on the wall
under the state it’s

in? 

I’ve cleared
this wall in my
office for a
visualisation

board.
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Analysis
Ready

for
Analysis

Ready
for
Dev

Ready
for
Test

Ready
for

Release

Ready
for

Approval
Standards
ApprovalBacklog Prioritised Development Test Released

Right, excellent.
let’s stand back and
have a look at what

we’ve got.

now can
you take these
orange stickies

and place them on
those tasks that

are blocked
indicating why they

are blocked.

Right....okay.
again, let’s

stand back and
have a look
at what we’ve

got.
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Analysis
Ready

for
Analysis

Ready
for
Dev

Ready
for
Test

Ready
for

Approval

Standards
ApprovalBacklog Prioritised Development Test

Ready
for

Release
Released

i can now
see that we

cannot deliver
this plan.

I can
tell that I have
been focused on
getting you guys
to start things --

-- and
we’re not

getting things
finished.

let’s
change

that focus
towards
finishing
things.

so let’s
move everything
that’s not being
worked on back

to the ‘ready for’
state. what

do we work
on first? 

that
depends on
where you
want to

go... 

for now
let’s focus on

completing what
we started and

we can figure out
the rest later.

....a-hem...
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typical.
so we’re setting
ourselves up for

more rework.

steve,
rose is
right.

we should
finish what

we have at the
moment, and work
out what’s next

in parallel.

otherwise
we will lose
momentum
and stall.

thank
you.

frankly
I need all
your help

to make this
happen.

i’m
off to

get a cup
of tea.
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you hate
her more than
anyone, Gary.

what’s
going on?

I think
she is trying
to change,

Steve.

she even
went to

TLC.

we
should

give her a
chance.
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ReadyforDev
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Ready
forRelease

Ready
forApproval

StandardsApproval

Backlog

Prioritised

Development

Test

Released

no, no,
no! that needs
to go back a

column.

when
was that
decided?

while we
were at the
wall. Didn’t
you see us
change it?

No,
and you

didn’t find it
necessary to
inform the
rest of us?

can you
guys keep it

down. We’re
finding

it hard to
concentrate

out here.

Three
weeks
later
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hey, hey
hey. don’t

throw
that...

what?
what did

I do?

she has
a point, you
are being a

bit too
loud. I have

to work in
my office,
you know...

How
about if

we move it
outside?

and
disturb

everyone?

I need
to see it
as well.

well I
don’t know

what to
suggest.

can’t
believe I

didn’t think of
it before.

feeling
strong enough

to move my
desk?

....?

okay.
everything

is now out here, 
including

me --

-- so at a
glance we can
all see what’s

going on.

any
meetings or

discussions can
now be in my
old office.

Ready
for
Dev

Ready
for
Test

Ready
for

Release

Ready
for

Approval
Development Test Released
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...by any other name...
Rose Randall’s Blog

Visualisation Boards

Today I worked with Gary on creating a visualisation board 
for my team. By visualising our process and making the 
process steps more explicit it becomes easier for us to 
see how we are doing and where the problems are. 

What is a visualisation board?
A visualisation board is a tool to help you improve your 
process. It is literally a board where you visualise both the 
process and its steps and the current status of work 
within that process.

Origins of a visualisation board
The origins for a visualisation board is at Toyota. Toyota 
identified that storing, trucking, shipping and a number
of other process steps in their manufacturing process
are non value adding. By mapping out the steps that 
create value and the steps in-between that do not add 
value you map the 'value stream'. 

Taiichi Ohno’s Toyota Production System focuses on the 
delivery of value and the creation of knowledge. In Lean 
Thinking (written by Womack and Jones) the process is 
explained by going through the description of the value 
stream of a can of cola. The value of a can of cola is
realised when the can is consumed. 

The value stream of a can of cola starts with the
extraction of Bauxite from a mine in Australia. The 
resources and half-products are stored, trucked and 
shipped all over the world. In Iceland the ore is used to 
produce ingots of aluminium. In Finland the ingots are
used to produce rolls of aluminium. In Spain these
aluminium rolls are stamped into circles that are formed 
into cans. The cans are filled with cola, send to the
warehouse and from there to supermarkets where we
buy them and finally drink the cola. The whole process 
takes 365 days however there are only 24 hours of value 
adding activities. 
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By mapping the process out it becomes easier to get an 
overview of what is happening. We wanted to create 
something similar for our project. What are all the steps 
we take to realise our goal and how do they all relate?

How to create a visualisation board?
With our project the steps are less explicit and less visual. 
So we need to draw them out. The important visualisation 
of our board is both the states of our work where we add 
value as well as the waiting states or queues before and 
after them.

The ideal visualisation board has only three states.
“Waiting” (work is waiting to be done), “Work in Progress” 
(where we do the actual work) and “Done” (when the work 
is done, duh). However in the real world, systems are often 
more complicated. The whole process consists of multiple 
specialisms resulting in multi-step processes. We model 
each of these specialisms as a column in our visualisation 
board. In order to create a little buffer between these 
steps the visualisation board is extended by having a 
“Waiting” and “Done” for each process step. As the “Done” 
from one process is the “Waiting” of the next process, 
these queues are often named after the process they 
feed, e.g. “Ready for Development”.

Column modelling
Steps to create a visualisation board turned out to be 
reasonably simple. We modelled each step in our process 
as a column and added buffers between all these steps. 
We took extra care to ensure that all process steps done 
by different individuals or groups are included, even 
though they may only take a few seconds. 
An example of a step that could be done quickly but we 
have still modelled is the “Standards Approval” where our 
system administrators check if everything is done
according to the standards. Getting the approval may 
sometimes take a long time as the admin guys are
generally very busy. This causes us significant delays. By 
having this on the board it’s clearly visible when this is 
delaying us.

Hopefully when this happens too often we can have a 
conversation on how to remove this step and keep
everybody happy and satisfied. Removing this step is not 
a priority just yet, we will look into it when we have some 
time to spare. First we need to create trust in each other 
and increase the visibility of the approval problem.
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Hidden queues
Process steps and waiting for them is one type of queue. 
There are two other types we should look out for: waiting 
and multitasking.

When we can’t continue to work on something because we 
have to wait on something or someone, the items we can’t 
work on at that time are considered blocked. 
To visualise these we agreed to write what’s causing the 
delay on a brightly coloured sticky note. If the board is 
full of those brightly coloured stickies we know we have a 
problem.

Multitasking is when someone works on more than one 
item at a time. When you are working on more than one 
work item, you have created a hidden queue formed by 
the items you are currently not actively working on. The 
solution is simple. For starters we decided on a one item 
per person policy. We’ll see how this works out and can 
change it later.

Bottleneck / capacity management
Eli Goldratt created a theory based on identifying the 
constraints to optimise throughput in a system. In other 
words how much a factory (or any other process)
produces is determined by its slowest step. Assume
producing a car takes ten steps. At each of these steps 
the team working there is able to handle producing 20 
cars per hour, except for one step where they can only 
handle producing 12 cars per hour. Because all of the steps 
have to be done to produce the car, the total productivity 
can never be higher than 12 cars per hour.

The step that is creating the fewest cars in this example 
is called the constraint. It constraints or limits the total 
productivity. Adding additional capacity to anywhere in 
the system other than at the constraint will have no
beneficial impact. It is only possible to improve the whole
capacity by adding capacity at the constraint.

Board patterns
Gary used this Theory of Constraints by Eli Goldratt to 
explain some common patterns to look for when using a 
visualisation board. When you have a constraint in your 
system (board) work will queue up in front of a
constraint. Also the steps after the constraint will have 
less work ready to work on as they are waiting for work 
to come through the constraint.
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Ready
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hi,
this is
rose. I’m

calling about
the software
we sent you
two weeks

ago.

we are
testing it as
fast as we

can.
we’ll let

you know our
status next
thursday.

that
doesn’t

work for
me.

can you
come over
so that we
can work
together
on this?.

i need
some more
options!

I also
need to talk
to the people

who deploy this
to production

and find out what
they have to do.

sounds
interesting.

what is
it?we need

more staff
liquidity.

yesterday
the QA tasks were

added to the
board.

you can
all now see
where the
problem is.

what
options do we
have to deal

with this?
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Standards
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Development

Test
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so this
is how I’m

managing the
project.

how would
you like me to
summarise this

to keep you
informed.

I’m not
sure this is
the right

way.

how do
you keep
it up to
date?

excuse
me. I need
to update
the board.

anyway,
I still haven’t

seen the latest
version of the

software.

we
delivered it

to the quality
group two
weeks ago.

well
I still
haven’t
seen it.

steve,
can you do

a quick
demo?

sure.

okay.
but understand

that your responsibility
doesn’t end until

it’s being used.

It does not
end when you

send it to
the quality

team.
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 Hope I’m not
interrupting
anything...

We’re having
some trouble with

the testing. Detailing
specifications.

Hey, sis.
What’s up?

It’s
okay. I can
multitask.

A few.  I take
it that this

is a, ‘as soon
as possible’
situation?

 Isn’t it
always?

Lilly...

Hey,
Magnus. How’s

it going?

Same
as

usual.

Hang
on a mo...
Putting
you on
speaker.

That
bad,
huh? You

know
it.

 Heh.  I’ve got
my sister, Rose,

patched in. She’s in
desperate need
of a Business

Analyst --

Always
welcome the
opportunity
to rescue a
damsel in
distress.

Rose,
this is

Magnus.

Magnus,
this is my big
sister, Rose.

Hello,
Rose.

Right. Now
that I’ve introduced

you, I’m going to leave
you kids to it. I’ll
speak to you guys
later. Play nice. A

pleasure as
always, Lilly.

So tell me,
Rose, just how
desperate is the

situation?
 Hiya.

thanks,
sis.

Do you
know anyone that

can be any help with
Business Analysis?

-- And as
you’re the man

to go to in a crisis,
I’d thought I’d give
you first crack at

being her white
knight.

BRRHGG
BRRHGG

BRRHGG
BRR--CHKKCHKK

we need
people to be
able to move
between the
roles more

freely. 
so skills and

organisational
stuff? 

how
do we do

that?

we
allocate

people to a
task that they
are just about
able to do --

-- not 
just the best
people for

the job.

they
should not

be allocated
to anything. so

if a problem
comes up, they
are immediately

available
to address it.

can we
do that?

steve and
I need to hand off

our work to others
and go help the

testing team.

why are
you taking so
long to test

each item?

we do
not really

know what we
are testing.

the
specifications
do not have

 enough detail
for us
to test.

we have
to work

it out for
ourselves.

this is a
problem with
the business
analysis --

-- steve
and I cannot
help you with

that.

we are going
to do as much as
we can with the

testers.

ask lilly.
she should be
able to find
someone to
help us on

this.

not
a bad
idea...
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thank you
for meeting us
at such short

notice.
my

pleasure.

deliver the
software the
clients ask

for.

even more
so, you want to

deliver it in
small slices.

no.
okay. let’s

approach this
from another
perspective --

then the
clients can see

exactly what they
are getting, and

if necessary
adjust.

also they
can put it into

the market and get
feedback on it

from customers
or potential
customers.

why
small
slices?

our testers
do not know
what to test.

so what
do you think
the problem

is?

-- what do
you want to

do?

you want
to deliver

value.

so they
only really know
where they are
when things are

delivered to
production.

so the
problem

we face is that
the users ask
for solutions

for their immediate
concern, from their
perspective, rather
than tell us the
value they want
to get out of
the project.

yes. tea,
please.

okay.
tea and a
coffee,
please.

coming
right up.

not at
the moment,

thanks.I’m getting
a drink, you
two want
anything?

it’s more
about what’s wrong
now, compared to
what would make

the product good.

they
ask for
features.

the clients
never ask for
value though.

it should
be about

collaboration
and the best
solution for
the business

investor.

be aware
that you are
talking about
‘us’ and ‘them’.

but surely
it makes things

harder for us to
develop the
software.

exactly.
it’s less risky

from the business
investor’s perspective

to deliver small
increments rather

than big increments
of software.
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you
know what

you have just
done?

-- what they
really want
is a hot cup

of tea.

your clients
ask for a

tea bag like this
one --

then they
come back for
milk, a cup, hot

water, etc.

I
get
it.

exactly.

I asked
for something
of value to me.

you
didn’t ask
for a tea

bag.

the
outputs, I
suppose.

so how
do I find out

what the value
is?

right
on.

you have
asked for a
cup of tea.

??

where is
the value in
any system?

the inputs
or the

outputs?

wrong.

thank
you.

thanks.

here
you go.

-- it’s
increasing
revenue or
reducing
costs.

that’s
obvious --

well, you
need to know
when to stop

asking
‘why?’.

you can
only do that

if you know what
business value

looks like.

is
that
all?

ask ‘why’
to move the

discussion in the
direction of the

outcomes.

how
do I do
that?

it means
that if the client is

describing the inputs or
operations of the system,

you have to find the
outcome they need

to identify the
value. 

so
what use is

that?
it’s in the

outcomes which
are results of
the outputs.
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only do that

if you know what
business value

looks like.

is
that
all?

ask ‘why’
to move the

discussion in the
direction of the

outcomes.

how
do I do
that?

it means
that if the client is

describing the inputs or
operations of the system,

you have to find the
outcome they need

to identify the
value. 

so
what use is

that?
it’s in the

outcomes which
are results of
the outputs.
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you miss
the most
important.

exactly.

minimal effort
may be needed to
protect revenue,

but significant effort
may be needed to

increase it.

what’s the
difference?

otherwise
you may turn a

‘protect revenue’
into an ‘increase

revenue’ --

“it needs
to work”

instead of
“it needs to

shine”.

so how
do I know we
have delivered

value?

either
attracting new
customers or

getting existing
ones to spend

more.

yes.

is that
important?

most
development

is about retaining
customers, or risk
management, or

regulatory
requirements.

protecting
revenue or

avoiding
costs.

-- and do
unnecessary

additional work
because you

cannot see how
something will

increase revenue.

well think
back...

we have
more options in
the way we can

deliver the
value.

so let’s
assume I

still want
a cup of

tea.

Going back to
the cup of tea:
so now we know
we want a tasty
hot drink rather

than a tea
bag.

how do
we get hot

water?

so we need
a tea bag, a cup,
milk, sugar and

a spoon.

now that
we know you want a
cup of tea, we can

easily work backwards
to identify the processes

and inputs needed to
produce a cup

of tea.

okay.
what
next?

and you’ll
notice they’ll
start asking

different kinds
of questions.

sometimes
it’s because they
start to use what

you have
delivered.

sometimes
they tell you,

but that is
rare.

there are
a number of

ways.

when have you
as a human being
known that you

have delivered value
to someone else?
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we need
cold water that

we heat in a
kettle.

to
extract

tea.

so by
starting at the end
I can more easily
see assumptions

I’m making and thus
spot more options
to deliver what is

needed. 

I think I
just need dry

tea leaves and a
way of filtering
them from the

water.

so do
you need a
tea bag?

hmmmm.

what
would you

need a
tea bag

for?

also you
said you need

a tea bag.

for example,
on a camping trip
you may heat water
on a fire or even

take it in a
flask.

-- but
depending on

your context, there
are many ways to

heat water.
I

agree we
need cold
water --

what
if I miss

something?

the great
thing about starting
at the end is that you

cannot miss something
that is needed to

produce the
outcome.

what
do you
mean?

say you
are setting up a

café on the
beach --

-- and
eventually
pay for an
electricity

supply.

then you
boil water on
a camping gas

ring --

is
that
it?

-- you start by
using flasks of

hot water to test
the market.

as a result
you can deliver with

the minimal amount of
effort by choosing
appropriate options

to implement.

cool.

and
your strategy

determines what
value you are
not currently
going to chase.

yes.

so the
business value

defines the scope
of the

functionality?

not only that,
but you do not

include things that
are unnecessary.
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we have
done it
for tea.

if we
want to sell
coffee, things

can remain
the same.

however, if
we want to sell
cans of soda we
would need to
have something

that cools
stuff.

let me
do this with
an abstract

example.

-- or ‘break
the model’ as

we call it.

and ice creams,
we need to keep

them frozen.

all cans of
soda would be

the same.what
do you
mean?

we need to
consider if there

are other examples
that require us to

change our
solution --

meaning?

and from
here you would

look at the
rest of the
solution.

I
still don’t

get it.

once again,
all ice creams
would be the

same.

what
is this?

and?

so the
model is now

‘coloured
squares’.

could be,
but as we went

red with the last
one, we could just

say ‘coloured’.

so I
suppose that
we can add
red to the

model.

all
square.

-- the model
is now ‘a black

or white
square’.

if we
incorporate
them both --

right.

shape,
yes colour,

no..

are
they the
same?

a
black

square and
a white
square.

and
now?

right.
this is our

model.

what
about
this? model is

now, black, white,
red and green

squares?

pretty
much.

a
black

square.
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yes.

So the model
becomes  ‘coloured

straight sided
shapes’.

but
they all

have straight
sides.

possibly.

so we
now include
triangles?

well, all
the squares are

the same.what
about
this?

okay...

‘smooth
sided’ would

be more
elegant.

this
would now be
‘straight and
curved sided

shapes’.

so you’re
adjusting, evolving,
the model as each

new example is
introduced.

by creating
the model, we can
use it to identify
an example that

is different -- -- or whether
the example
already fits
in the model.

regular and
irregular.

okay,
one

more.

yes.
now you’ve

got it.

‘plain and
patterned’?

You seem
to be getting

it now.

‘never commit
early unless you know
why’ tells us when to
make a commitment:

 when we have
the necessary
information. 

why
does that

mean output
to input
works?

if we move from
inputs to outputs at

 each step, we do not know
whether we have all the

information we need
to satisfy that

step.

my sister
told me the real
options model is:

Options have
value, options

expire.

how does
this relate to
real options?

real
options!!

how do
I know this

start at the end
thing works?

never commit
early unless you

know why. I don’t
see how that

fits into
this.
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we cannot
wait to get back
and implement

this.

if we move from
outputs to inputs, we
 know at each step
that we have the
information we
need to satisfy

the output.

kent,
you are
quiet --

thank you,
magnus --

don’t
you have any
questions?

i’ve been
a big fan

of this for
years.

not
really.

just never
been given the
opportunity to

try it.
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Blobs
Random musings - Lilly Randall

Hunt the value
Always looking for ways of analysing problems to 
come up with solutions I came across a website 
that described Feature Injection. Feature Injection 
has three steps that you continuously loop through:
1) Hunt the value.
2) Inject the features.
3) Break the model.

What value to hunt?

Feature Injection tells us to move toward the
outcome until we encounter value. That sounds
nice, but is more difficult when you try to apply 
this. Value is created when a benefit is created for 
either the consumer or the producer of a product 
or service that they are willing to pay for.

There are four ways of generating value: increasing 
or protecting revenue, or reducing or avoiding costs 
in alignment with the strategy of the organisation.

If that is the case then why are Twitter and
Instagram worth so much? Facebook bought
Instagram for a cool billion dollars even though it 
does not generate a cent in revenue. Twitter was 
worth gazzilions even when it wasn’t generating
any revenue either. The value model is well and
truly broken!

A number of modern companies do not build
revenue models. Instead they build options to
generate revenue. These options have two
important aspects.... Network and Usage.
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Network

Social Networks are more valuable to their users if 
they have more users or a bigger network. How 
much is the first telephone worth if no one else in 
the world has one? Only Alexander Graham Bell 
really got to think about that and came up with a 
clever solution. He understood the importance of a 
network and gave away phones for free to hotels 
and other places where many people would get to 
use them. 

Usage

Usage is another important aspect. If people do
not use your service, there is no way you generate 
revenue from them. The more they use your service, 
the more likely they are to generate a revenue for 
you. This revenue can be from your users paying for 
your service or can be generated indirectly by
placing ads in front of yoru customers.

There’s value in numbers

In order to get the most value out of the network 
and usage it is important to accurately measure 
EVERYTHING! Thinking you have a big network is not 
the same as knowing you have exactly 501,217 users 
and seeing a graph of the trend. Thinking people use 
your product is not the same as knowing that they 
use it on average for 27 minutes per day. Numbers 
are key! 

Hunting the value requires you to think about your 
context and where the value could be. It is no longer 
just reducing cost and increasing revenue. Under-
stand where your value is coming from.

Seeya next time -
L
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4th November         Sunday

Dear Susan,

Really excited about some stuff at work. Last week we met with Magnus (a friend of Lilly)

who explained "Feature Injection" to Kent and me. This week we started applying it together

with the team. 

What we discovered was that much of the work we were doing so far was building Tea Bags

when in fact we wanted to deliver cups of tea. We needed to become more focused on the

end result, not just doing the steps.

For each task (or tea bag as we now call them) we identified the value it delivers. It turned

out that a lot of the items we were working on were related to the same outcome and that we

should be doing them together to deliver value rather than simply deliver unrelated chunks of

functionality. 

We called a meeting with our customers and asked them to tell us what they wanted. Rather

than discuss the individual Tea Bags, we discussed the value items or cups of tea. It was a

really hard discussion but we managed to defer a number of items. Even more amazing was

that for two value items the customers decided the value did not justify the effort required

and so we scrapped them altogether.

We have agreed a regular meeting every two weeks to prioritise the next thing we want to

start. So it would appear that one of the key benefits of Feature Injection is not just to

identify the things needed but to identify the things we should start building.

You know what Susan, I may just start to like running a project (but don’t tell any one).

Good night,

Rose
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what on
earth do you
think you’re

doing?

staff
liquidity.

your
what?

you’ve
messed up
our staff
liquidity.

you said
you’re on

track, surely
you can miss

them.

but why
not take

them when
we’ve finished?

you’ve just
taken two

of my staff.

don’t know.
what are you

so upset
about?

I needed
them to be

in place when we
come back after

the new year.

We finally
get the project

on track with weekly
releases to all our
clients and the last
day before christmas

you take my staff.

I can’t see
how this is

bad. I could’ve
taken your

experts.

to
redeploy
people.

the time
it takes

for us to
respond.

you’ve
got plenty
of people

left.
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Analysis
Ready

for
Analysis

Ready
for
Dev

Ready
for
Test

Testritised Development
Ready

for
Release

Released

let me
explain how
this works...

we are way
overloaded.

who
do you
need?

not
really. it
is expert

work.

this feature
injection thing
should help us

with our testing
problem.

I’ve got
some great ideas
on how we sort

out the testing and
analysis problem.

and
we don’t

know much
about

testing.

is there
a way we can

help out?

there’s
too much

work for us
to do.

about a
month for
sign off --

I
could
have a
go...

hang
on...
Kent.

yes--
hello.

so it’s
the “one tester

and one analyst”
solution then?

approximately
two months 

Too late to do
us any good.

-- a month or
two to find them.

two months to get
them up and

running.

how long
will it take

to get another
analyst?

we have
five testers

but only one
analyst.

I need three
testers and

two analysts.

what
other options

do we have?

how long
will it take

for you
to train

someone?

no. I
need you for

other stuff. you
are needed
elsewhere.

for
what?

analysis.
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that’s
the good

thing about not
having me
commited

to an actual
task.

if
someone needs
me for coaching
or removing a

block, my task will
not end up
being late. 

won’t
that cause a
delay if Kent

isn’t
focused?

not really.
I could always
be available
if needed.

that’s a
bit more

reasonable,
isn’t it?

but I think
that I could

coach and pair
with them for a

week. to get them
up to speed. 

depends
on who
it is --

We
allocate

the people
with the most 

options
last.

and that’s
how we’ve been

running it
ever since.

I always
have Gary

available to fix
problems or
help others.

that allows
us the most

flexibility to deal
with any situation

that comes up.

so you
allocate the

most experienced
people last?

however,
some experts can,
or will, only work

on one type of
task.

A constraint
is anything that
prevents us from

reaching our
objective.

what is a
constraint?

the
team self

allocates to
constraints.

it’s more
dynamic than

that.

so you decide
what people will
work based on

experience?

experienced
people have most

options.

partly.

we have a
problem -- the

constraint
keeps

moving.

-- one day
we need more
analysts. the
next day we
need more
testers.

well that’s
not exactly
helpful is

it?

any
ideas?

We ran
into such a

problem two
months ago.
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so we
need even more

analysts.

speak
to Gary or

Kent, see who else
wants to be cross
trained and how

long it’ll
take?

then ask the
developers.

thanks.

none of
the testers

want to
do it.

I printed
this off so you

can read it whilst
you are on the

way to your
meeting.

hold on.
let’s step

back a
second...

so
they can

work
together.

why did
you need three

testers and
two analysts?

because
we worked it
out that was

the most effective
way to work.

I think
you better

explain how come
you’re right, but
everyone else
in the industry

is wrong.

why
would you
do that?

really?

An
analyst and

a tester sharing
a computer.

What
do you
mean?

so we
have looked
at feature
injection.

we
particularly

like the information
arrival process

stuff.

yeah.
we worked

out something
quite cool
from that.
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we
particularly

like the information
arrival process

stuff.

yeah.
we worked

out something
quite cool
from that.
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In order
to save time
in software
development,

Development and
test planning are
run in parallel.

okay,
with you so

far.

it then
comes back

together in test
execution.

this
can help
explain

it.

All
information 

discovered about
the product needs

to go through
development.

and as it
happens randomly,

it’s difficult to
control the flow
of information.

analysis is
finished and handed
off to these two

departments.

However
consider

information
discovered

in test
planning.

With
this approach,

this new
information

does not flow
into

development.

Only when
a bug is found

in test execution
The information
is guaranteed
to get into

development.

that’s not
really the
best way.

can’t
you just use

a thinner
rope?

but because
the rope is the
same thickness

it becomes difficult
to manage both
streams at the

same time.

so
what’s the
solution?

So these
bugs disrupt
the flow of
development.

switching
between the
various tasks
until the job

is done.

another
way is to work
for a bit, sort
out any bugs,
work for a bit
more, sort out
any bugs, etc.

it’s the
same as

splitting the
resources into

two groups.

the second
one devoted

to finding the
bugs.

when
bugs are

detected, that
information
then goes

backwards into
development --

imagine the
information is

some rope being
pulled through

a hole of exactly
the same width.

-- and then
forward again

into test
execution.

this is
analysis,

Test plan and
test execution.
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how would
you feel if I

took bob and
Trish. your top
tester and top

developer?

yes, but
they are your

least experienced
staff.

no.
you need two

people.

you do
not need jim
and Helen.

really?!?
okay.

that
would be a

perfect swap
for us.

sorry,
you cannot have
them. I need them
for the phoenix

project.

okay.
so all this

is very nice and
sounds quite

clever.

We want
jim and
Helen
back.

what
do you
want?
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it may
take a bit more
time to get to

the development
but it does remove
any duplication or

waste.

glad
you

asked!!

if we move
analysis and
test planning

to be parallel to
each other and
have analysts
and testers

collaborate --

well, that
does make

some sense.
let’s go

through it
one more time

before explaining
it to the team.

-- they can work
together and when
it’s ready it then

moves forward into
development.
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she’s
clearly not

competent to
run this
project.

okay. Let’s send duncan
in to review what

she is doing.

and? and if
there is a problem

we will shut
them down.

who?

What do
you think?

all
of

them.

thank
you.

Go
ahead.

I have
some serious

concerns
about rose.

rose has just
asked for two

junior people and
offered two

experienced people
in exchange.

what
is the

problem?

I think
she wants people

she can manage and
struggles with

experienced
people.
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Risk

1 Mth 1 Yr
Time

...by any other name...
Rose Randall’s Blog

Staff Liquidity
There is value in shorter iterations of development. Longer 
iterations are riskier to the business investor who is
funding the project, because shorter iterations provide 
the investor with more options. And more options means 
more ways to control the project and manage the risks. 
This blog post explains how to achieve a high staff
liquidity to enable this business flexibility.

Imagine a project where the investor is prepared to fund a 
year of development of the project. At the extreme the 
project could either do one iteration and attempt to
deliver the perfect product or service after a year.
Alternatively, they could create a new working version of 
the product every month, meaning twelve iterations. 

Managing Delivery Risk

In this diagram the solid line represents the delivery risk 
for the situation where there is one iteration. As the 
investor keeps investing money and gets nothing in return 
his risk continuously goes up. When the project delivers 
the risk goes down.
The dotted line represents the twelve iterations approach. 
The investor still invests continuously, but at each delivery 
his risk goes down as he sees the results and has the 
opportunity to change direction.**

For the one iteration project, the investor continues to 
invest and only finds out where they truly are when the 
project delivers after one year.
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For the twelve iteration project, the investor finds out 
where they are at eleven points prior to the "final"
delivery.

Which project would you rather invest in?

Flexible projects

The project with twelve iterations is significantly less risky 
because the investor has the following options.

1. Stop investing if the project is not making the expected 
progress.
2. Stop investing if the project delivers the value early.
3. Increase investment if the project is more successful 
than originally thought.
4. Change direction of the project as they collect
feedback from their users / market.

In order to take advantage of these options, the investor 
needs to be able to change direction quickly. One of the 
hardest aspects in this is the staffing. Depending on 
whether the funding is increased or decreased staff 
needs to be either added to the project or removed. 
In many organizations it can take several months to 
effectively scale a project up or down. In this period the 
opportunity for this project may have been lost or a
competitor has already filled the spot. 

We measure this timing gap as staff liquidity. Staff
liquidity is measured as the time it takes from when the 
initial investment is approved to having a fully gelled and 
fully up to speed team working on the project. A low
liquidity means it is hard to move staff around on
projects, whereas a high liquidity means it is easy to
ramp projects up and down and do so quickly. This applies 
to the initial investment as well as any incremental
investments.

In other words staff liquidity is the time needed to:

1. Approve and hire staff.
2. Gel the team.
3. Train the team.
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Tom
3
3
3

Dick
3
2
3

Sales
Payroll
Delivery

Status
Green
Red

Yellow

Harriot
3
1
2

Jones
2
0
2

How to achieve high staff liquidity

Achieving high staff liquidity requires deliberate
management. It does not happen by accident. We
create high staff liquidity as follows:
1) No key man dependencies on a project.
2) Allocate staff with the fewest options first, staff
with most options last.
3) Let staff with most options coach and help the staff 
with the least options.

Staff liquidity is another name for having options about 
how you deploy your staff. 

1. Key man dependencies. Key man dependency is a
measurement of how dependent an organization is on 
specific people. These people have specific knowledge that 
is not shared with others. If they quit or if something bad 
happens to them the organization is in serious trouble.

The risk manager for the organization should ensure that 
all departments and groups are aware of their key man 
dependencies and manage them. Managing the
dependencies properly ensures the organization has real 
options, that the organization has more than one or two 
people who can perform each function within the
organization or group. Managing this is simple. 

Each organization or group creates a grid with staff 
names across the top and functions down the side. Each 
person grades himself for each function.
 
"1" means they can perform the basics of the function. 
"2" means they can perform the function adequately. 
"3" means the function has no secrets to them.

Any function with three or more people at level "3" is 
"Green" or "Safe". Any function with two people at level "3" 
is "Yellow" or "At Risk". Any function with one or no people 
at level "3" is "Risk". Here is an example matrix:
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The risk manager asks the departments to assess the risk 
on a regular basis (e.g. bi-monthly) and track the changes. 
One other important factor is how long it takes to train a 
person in a function. Functions that take longer to train 
are riskier than those that can be taught quickly.

2. Allocate staff. Allocate staff with the fewest options 
first. In the above department, Jones would be allocated 
first. He has the least experience. Placing him in one of the 
areas he has some experience in allows him to improve his 
knowledge and become level "3" over time. Harriot would 
be allocated next. She would probably be allocated to 
"Delivery" to stretch her. Dick would be allocated next. He 
would be on "Payroll".

3. Let most experienced staff coach. Tom would not be 
allocated any responsibilities. He should assist the others 
either by training, coaching or otherwise helping them. If 
any issue arises, he is instantly available to address the 
issue. In order to protect our liquidity, Tom addresses the 
issue with Dick, Harriot or Jones so that once the solution 
is identified they take the responsibility for it, and they 
free Tom up to be instantly available to address the next 
high priority issue.

The role of management is to manage the liquidity of their 
area of responsibility. Ideally the team self manages their 
liquidity but in the event that they do not, responsibility 
lies with the manager. This is particularly the case as some 
team members may make it hard for others to learn what 
they know as they may actually prefer to remain the key 
man in order to improve their job security.

How liquid do you need to be?
Like financial markets liquidity does not mean the entire 
organization needs the ability to move to a different 
project immediately. Instead a small fraction (5 - 10%) 
should be liquid. This is sufficient to respond quickly and 
get the rest up to speed later. 
However the act of staffing a new project or increasing 
investment in an existing one reduces the liquidity of the 
organization at that time. Action needs to be taken to 
free up this liquidity as soon as possible in order to be 
able to respond to the next situation just as quickly.

** Thank you to Kevin Tate for sharing this diagram.
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Is this a
‘clean up’

or ‘Hostile
take over’?

she was
doing all

right.

I
thought

she was all
right.

okay.

we just
need to make

sure we do the
right thing.

if the
project fails, it
can have serious
implications for

the company.

like we
said, this is
just for

information.

her?

rose. on
the second

floor.

what
project

is it?

-- and we
need to see
what has to

be done.

we trust
you. you’ll

know what to
look for.

we
appreciate

that, but this
project’s had a

bit of a troubled
history --

I’ve got my
own project to

look after.

Are you
sure I’m

the right
person

for this?

really?

-- and we
need to see
what has to

be done.

we’ve heard
a few things and
we want you to
go in, have a

look around --this is
purely an

information
gathering
exercise.

no, no.
it’s not like

that.

I’ll
check her

out.
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24th February Sunday

Dear Susan,

I always thought Game Theory was something for the geeks in the maths and computing

department. I never realised that it applied to real life and that it was useful to understand

how groups work.

The Prisoner's Dilemma is the most popular game to explain Game Theory. In the Prisoner's

Dilemma, two men are arrested for the same crime. The sentence they receive depends on

whether they testify against the other person and whether the other person testifies against

them. The sentences are:

Neither prisoner testifies: One year for each prisoner.

Both prisoners testify: Two years for each prisoner.

One testifies and the other does not: the prisoner who testifies gets no sentence and the

other gets three years.

Obviously the best outcome is to testify against the other prisoner in the hope he does not

testify. If the game is played over and over again in an "infinite" game this can lead to both

players testifying each go. As a result the system has failed as both players get two years

each go.

In the 1960s, the American Department of Defence commissioned Thomas Schelling to come

up with a Game Theory Strategy to defeat the Soviet Union. He developed the Strategy of

Conflict. The main aspect of the Strategy of Conflict is to withhold information and not allow

the competition to negotiate directly with the decision maker. The Strategy of Conflict is

the best strategy to optimise an individual's performance before the system fails.

After the system fails, the participants start to collaborate. The main aspect of collaboration

is information sharing.

Let’s consider a group’s dynamics in the context of Game Theory. As a group comes together,

each member of the group withholds information and tries to win, or to put it another way,

they adopt the Strategy of Conflict. As this behaviour continues, conflict starts to occur as

members in the group start to fail. Eventually a member fails catastrophically which causes the

group to fail. After the group failure, members start to share information with each other. 



24th February Sunday

Eventually the group becomes effective at making sure each member has the information they

need to make the bestdecision. Another way of looking at this is that the group goes through

the stages of forming, storming, (failure), norming, performing. I consider this sequence,

known as the Tuckman Model of Group Performance, as inevitable for group development.

From Real Options, we know that people's behaviour shows that their preference is "Being

Right", "Being Wrong" and then "Being Uncertain". This means that if we can insert enough

uncertainty, the group will perceive the situation as failing and tip into collaboration. On a

cautionary note, a group that is collaborating will tip into conflict if there is too much

uncertainty for a sustained period. Managers engaging in reorganisations may be advised to

take heed of this point. A reorganisation done slowly is more damaging than one done quickly

as it will damage collaboration.

Another important lesson from this model is that anyone who bans or suppresses conflict

prevents healthy group development. In fact, accelerating conflict and making it occur earlier

will mean that the group progresses earlier and engages in smaller conflicts rather than bigger

conflicts that are caused by suppressed feelings. The team develops conflict resolution skills

rather than conflict avoidance. I find that humor and making fun of people are powerful tools

for this. Done with care it creates small conflicts and it allows the team to practice their

collaboration and conflict resolution skills as a team. 

A final thought before I hit the sack. The opposite of a good relationship is not a bad

relationship, it is no relationship. The thing I now look for on the team are those people who

do not communicate with each other. Once I've spotted a lack of communication, there are a

million strategies for getting someone to communicate. This non-communication is often the

direct result of a culture of conflict avoidance where people are not allowed to engage in an

argument. People who hide things under the table are only doing themselves a favor and at

the same time they are in direct (yet covert) conflict with the health of the group.

Good night, Susan

P.S. You know what, I may just turn this into a blog post at some point.

what
are you
doing
here?

looking
bright and
breezy this
morning.

you too.
see you
later.
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can
I help
you? -- I’m just

here to
observe.

not at the
moment --

how
was your
weekend?

thought
I’d say ‘Hello’

before
starting.mainly

the
project.

you. the
project.observe

what?

we’ll
chat
later.

you
carry on

as normal, I’ll
have a look

around.

Analysis

Ready

for

Analysis

Read
y

for

Dev

Rea
dy

fo
r

Rele
as

e

Read
y

for

Test
l

Te
st

Back
log

Prioritis
ed

Development
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Ready
for
Test Ready

for
Release

Test

Released

-- let’s go
to my office
for a chat.well,

I’m done
here  --

this
is your
office?

good
place to
observe
people.

so tell me
about your
approach.

excuse
me?

you
don’t like

being
looked

at?

why are
we here? why
am I being
observed?

so, was
that your

sister I saw
you with a
while back?

we
get that
a lot.

you
look
alike.

fair
enough.

I’ll
eat it
later.

they
do good

sandwiches.
cakes too.

gets
people out
of office

mode.

yeah. good
place to get

away from prying
eyes and ears.

I’ve
got stuff

back at the
office.

sure you
don’t want
any food?

some
of it doesn’t
make sense.
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-- but it
turns out most

people are
not rational.

what surprised
me the most is that
real options is a
rational decision

process --

yes.
you seem

to be doing a
good job of
implementing

them.

there are a
number of practices
that are then based
on these principles
which our project

is using.

so, real
options is three
principles that
fit on the back
of a business

card.

what do
you mean
by ‘real

options’?

and I’m
sure most

people would
be upset by

that.

I’ve been
a project

manager for
some time

now --have
you heard

of it?

I’m using
something

called
‘Real

options’

-- I know
a variety of
approaches.

well, the
rational decision
approach would
be to avoid being
wrong, then avoid
being uncertain --

-- So
given the choice

between wrong or
uncertain they’ll
prefer certainty!

okay --
how does
it relate
to this
planet?

are
you talking

about project
management
or quantum
mechanics?

rather than
have total

uncertainty, we
have to create

bounded or
conditional
uncertainty.

so what
does that

mean?

-- last
week in a
meeting.

they hate
uncertainty so

much that they want
to make a decision ‘now’

even if it risks being
wrong --

when you
observe people’s

behaviour, they do
not do that.

that’s
right. so

what?
-- and above
all to prefer
being right.
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so we
can do option
a or option

b.

yes.
do that.

instead of
a, why not wait

until we see whether
the phoenix or
gemini project
finishes first.

I
want a
decision

now!

do
option

a.

next!

we are
not sure

which is the
best.

I have
to say that

was a
first.

how
exactly does
that work?

collaboration
only occurs when
everyone loses

all the time.

game
theory? sounds
like something
used in combat

training.

spot
on. it

just feels
like it is

failing for
everyone.

I do
not see how

that works with
real options.

yet the
system does

not fail.

the
prisoner’s

dilemma is about
winning and

losing.

well people
hate uncertainty
more than they

dislike being
wrong.

I see, so if
you inject

uncertainty,
people feel like
it’s failed and

start to
collaborate.

actually I
think the way real
options interact
with game theory
is the interesting

thing.

interesting.

maybe no
one gave him
the option

before.

I’ve never
seen him defer a

commitment
before.
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3rd March Sunday

Dear Susan,

Ever since Lilly explained real options to me my world view has been changing. I’m seeing 

options everywhere. It’s like when you focus on the colour red all elements around you with

that colour stand out more. You’re adjusting your filter of perception. The same with options,

when you know about them they seem to be everywhere. And what’s worse is that I cannot

unsee them anymore.

Everything seems to be optional when you start thinking about it. It just becomes a matter of

what price are you willing to pay for a choice to be an option instead of a commitment. That

price appears in many forms. If you treat a meeting with your friends as an option over and

over again at some point they won’t count on you as a friend being there. I need to be

deliberate and open about what I do and why, otherwise people start seeing me as unreliable.

When they know, they may just understand.

This abundance of available options is overwhelming. So much, that just last week I felt like

I couldn’t handle all the information. If everything is an option and I want to treat them as

options I need to keep track of a lot of information. What I noticed myself doing, was not

deciding at all. Almost like a decision paralysis, there is so much to choose from I can’t

decide and therefore I just don’t.

And that was a very interesting realisation: I would rather not decide than choose something

that wasn’t the absolute best. That way I can’t blame myself, but someone or something else.

I would rather lose the benefit of choosing anything than taking responsibilty for the chance

of making the “wrong” call. Is it that I’m afraid of the wrong call or am I just not comfortable

with the uncertainty that I would rather choose avoiding the whole situation?

I came across a TED video on the web. Sheena Iyengar talked about some very interesting

experiments she and her colleagues ran. They figured out that too much choice was a bad

thing. Due to choice overload (or as I called it decision paralysis) people make worse choices

even if making the choice is in their own best interest. Choice overload reduces engagement,

decision quality and satisfaction. Also contrary to what I expected, more information doesn’t

help to make better choices. Visualisations however do help.



3rd March Sunday

Turns out Barry Schwartz has similar ideas about decision making. He wrote the book

“Paradox of Choice, why less is more”. Read through it in one night. We are suffering from

an overabundance of choice. While a little choice is better than having no choice, having too

much choice puts the burden of choosing on the chooser. The chooser needs to invest time

and energy into choosing only to expose the chooser to regret, escalation of expectations and

self blame.

Both Barry Schwartz and Sheena Iyengar make similar recommendations. I have turned them 

into my own list:

* Be deliberate about what to treat as an option. Not everything that is optional needs to be

 treated as such. 

* Be deliberate about making commitments. Making commitments nonreversible helps set my

 mind at ease. 

* Don’t expect too much.

* Allow myself to gradually get accustomed to options thinking.

While I like options thinking I need to learn how to pace my own learning in this. 

Use option thinking for the important choices. Accept satisficing for many of the other

choices. Just settle for an acceptable choice instead of trying to find the most optimal one.

Good night, Susan. Speak soon.



-- rather than
a contractually
specified date and

time.

-- such as
‘until cuba has

a regime change, or
the berlin wall
comes down’ --

most
have an
expiry

condition --

well many
real options
do not have

an underlying
instrument.

Are you
able to

expand on
that?

we
cannot

use financial
formulas to
value them.although

we know
options have

a value.

I read
a great comic
strip on the

decision-coach
blog about

this.

how
do you

value your
options

using real
options?

real
options is

based on financial
option theory
such as black

scholes.thankfully
they are only

few in
number.

except for
those people who

appreciate
uncertainty.

anyway,
you get the

idea.

I’m not
in a long

term
relationship

at the
moment.

well,
that’s an

easy
one --

-- or
winning that

big job?

dinner
with your

girlfriend on
valentine’s

night --

for
example,

what is more
important
to you?

accept
that it’s not

possible to get
an accurate

financial
price.

just don’t
get hung up

determining the
financial

value.

not
at

all.

does that
mean we cannot

compare
options?
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oh,
excuse
me...

I’ll
see you
around.

everything’s
great. got all

I need.
enjoy
your
tea.

is
that
it?

that’s
my cue, I’m

afraid.

...fine...

good
lunch?
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hey!
how are

you?

so?! that’s what
being in charge

is all about.

oh...

something that
shouldn’t mean
anything just
suddenly came

along and
slapped me in

the face.

I do.
you’re
doing

it.

maybe...

it will
make

you feel
better.

do
it.

go down
there and slap

someone
around.

I
wish...

show
them all

what they’re
missing.

I
don’t
know...

I’m at
work...

this
doesn’t sound

good.

no.

your gym
does kick
boxing or
whatever.

who is
he? who needs

talking to?

now
hang up,

make
excuses
and get
slapping.

I’ll even
get you

something
to wear.

go to the
gym. slap someone

around, and I’ll
come over

and we’ll go out,
talk this

over.

tell your
team that you’ve
got an off-site
meeting and you

can only be
disturbed in
emergencies.

everyone
does it all the
time. your team

can handle
themselves while

you’re gone.

no.
I mean

it.

it’s not
like that.

then
slap it
back.

I
just feel

stupid.
I’m out

shopping.

where
are you?

I, er...
I need to
go to a
meeting.

no
problem.

see you
tomorrow.

just need
to sort some
things out.

won’t
be back
today.

see you
tomorrow.

thanks.
we’ll

make sure
the lights
are turned

off.

yeah,
fine.

you
okay? how’d
the review

go?

off
site.
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site.
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Result
Probability

0.3
0.5
0.2

Value

$0
$13
$20

A
B
C

Result
Option

Outcome

$0
$26
$100

N/A $33Sum N/A

...by any other name...
Rose Randall’s Blog

How to value Real Options?

For the past few days I have been looking into the origins 
of Real Options, namely financial mathematics and in
particular the Black-Scholes Equation. I found numerous 
articles and blogs where the authors explained how to 
plug the numbers into the "Black-Scholes Option Price 
Calculator" to help people value their Real Options.
I stumbled on a comic strip of all things on the blog of 
www.decision-coach.com. The two authors had written a 
blog post explaining why Black-Scholes is wrong for
valuing Real Options.

Fundamentally the Black-Scholes Equation is quite simple
in concept. Suppose you can buy an option. You have the 
right to do something but not the obligation. The option 
expires in one year from now. You have already determined 
that the deal has three possible results: one resulting in a 
return of nothing, one resulting in $26 and the last
possibility is a return of $100. Now how much is having 
that option worth?

What you need to do, is work out the range of possible 
results and assign the probability to each result of them 
occurring. Let’s put these in the table below. We know we 
have three possible outcomes: A, B, and C. And we also 
know the financial result of each of these. With some 
research we can figure out the probabilities of each of 
the outcomes. Multiply the value of each result by the 
probability of it occurring and add them up. The result of 
that sum is the future value, in this case $33.

6th Mar
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               (7)



We’re not done just yet. The option is worth $33 in the 
future one year from now. How much is it worth now? 
For this calculation let’s assume the interest rate is 10%, 
meaning for $100 you put in your bank account you’ll 
receive $10 in interest, so you then have $110.

How much money would you need to put in your bank 
account today to get $33 in a year if the interest rate
is 10%? 

It’s $30. So having the option today is worth $30.

This doesn’t sound complicated. Can you believe the guys 
who came up with the Black-Scholes formula received a 
Nobel Prize for it? Where’s the catch? The answer is in 
calculating the probabilities that are used. While in the 
example we said you came up with the probabilities, 
calculation of the probabilities is a lot harder than it 
sounds and involves some fairly advanced concepts like 
Markov chains, Ito's Lemma, Girsarnov's theory and the 
concept of risk neutrality. Risk neutrality means using the 
probabilities that bookies use in horse racing rather than 
trying to find the real probabilities. Finding the real 
probabilities is impossible without a time machine.

In their comic strip, the real options authors point out 
that Black-Scholes works well in Financial Markets for 
some technical reasons. In the real world liquidity 
completely dominates the equation. In fact all of the 
assumptions in the Black-Scholes and all of the inputs to 
the equation are invalid when you move out of the 
Financial World and into the real world of real options. In 
an amusing video, the authors make the point by 
demonstrating that there is pretty much no way of 
valuing a bottle of water. A bottle of water could be 
worthless or worth a person’s life depending on context. 
As a thought, how do you value the option to kiss 
someone?

The authors also make the point that Black-Scholes is 
dangerous because its complexity can deter people from 
challenging valuations. 

Archives

March (1)

February (1)

January (2)

Previous Year
               (7)



I’ve
reviewed Rose’s

project.

so what
does that
mean for

rose?

she said
the risk of

going live was
too high.

the
C.E.O. of our

biggest client
called
earlier.

they are
well ahead of

the curve.

why
not?

for the
project?

thank you,
but it doesn’t

matter
anymore.

they have
cancelled the

order.

why?

at the
end of the

month, we’ll
have to let
them go.

They did
not want to

take the
risk.

All their
options

have
expired.
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haven’t
you pestered

me enough for
today?

is
this
him?

ahhhh...
isn’t that

romantic...?

-- but
you might not
have any work

to go to.

normally,
yes ---- can’t you

come and
annoy me

then?

look,
I’m due back
at work in a
few hours --

no, no,
it’s not like

that.

I need
to speak to

you.

what
exactly are
you doing

here?

is that
how we’re going
to start every
conversation?
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excuse
me?

I may be a
little drunk,
but I believe

him.

I
tried to,
but you’d

left.
it’s on
silent...

you said
everything
was okay!

they just
said that the

biggest client has
changed her mind
and is stopping
their funding.

when
did you
call?

I don’t
know. but
that’s all
what they

said.

what
changed?!

what did
you tell
them??!

they
give a

reason?

Lilly!!

thank
you.

why
would they
say that?

said
it was too

risky.

I didn’t
get the
chance.

nothing!
-- I think
you need
a better

line.

that’s
not very

romantic --

why didn’t
you tell me
back at the

office?

I tried
calling, but
you didn’t
answer.

I’ve had
my phone
with me
all day.

After
I got your

address from
someone on
your team, I
came here.

...ah...

have you
been here
all night?

while this
is very touching,
any chance we
can go inside?

ahhhh...

really...

didn’t
want to be

blamed.

I needed
to make sure
Rose wasn’t
walking into

a firing
squad.

pretty
much.typical.

...must
be...

so, you
must be
Rose’s
sister.

Really
need the
toilet.

fine.
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that
doesn’t make
any sense.
why now?

-- And
they said

that it was no
longer a concern
as the client was

withdrawing funding
from the
project.

so what
exactly

happened?

that,
I do not
know...

I went to
their office to

say all was
good --

pretty
much what

I said.

you’ve
been out
there for
hours...

you
want a hot

drink?

whatever
you’re
having.

not really.
I went to the
cinema when I

realised you’d be
gone for a

while.

never
have the

time.

don’t
think

I’ve ever
been.

pretty cool
having a cinema

on your
doorstep.

might
have to do
something
about that.

not
at all.

tea
or

coffee?

you must
see everything

that comes
out.

Every week
they’ve been

giving positive
feedback.

what?!
C’mon
Rosie...

we’ve
got to get

dressed.

you’re
going to
help me.

no
“c’mon”.

I was ready
to leave.

don’t
sit

down.
let

me get
changed...

......‘kay......

take your
coffee and wait
on the balcony

until we’re
ready.

We’ve
come this

far --
-- not

going to
give this
up now.

you
convinced

me to
stay.

might
as well get
ready to go
in and see if
we can sort

this mess
out.

milk
and

sugar?

aaaandd...
if you hadn’t
suggested I
leave early I
could’ve done

something
earlier.

no.
you’re coming

in with me.

where
are you
going?

sleep.
it’s almost

three.

don’t
suppose

there’s any
point going

to bed.
probably
wouldn’t

sleep.
great.

that mean
you’re not
using your

bed?
however
it comes.

you got
me into this

mess --

you
going in

now?
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as I said
we’re still a

week away from
anything
formal.

bit of
bad news to
start the

day.

the board
is meeting the

biggest funder of our
project in a week’s
time to formalise
the termination of

their funding.

you mean
we have to
start again

on something
new...?

no. she
means that
we all have
to find a
new job.

that
doesn’t seem

likely -- -- I have
a mortgage to
pay and a baby

on the way.

so as
far as everyone

else is concerned,
it’s still business

as usual. but as
we’ve been

given a bit of
a heads up, we
have until then

to find an
option.

now,
now.

morning
all.

right,
that seems to
be everyone.

need to
have a meeting
before we get

started.

YIPPEE!

Now

YIPPEE!

Now

DOOMSDAY

let’s not
throw ourselves
out the window

just yet.

what
are the
possible

scenarios?

we all
get sacked in

which case who
cares about the

project.

the client
changes her
mind and we

continue with
the project.

we just
need to do

some scenario
planning.

let’s first
look at our

personal situation
and then continue
the same planning

for the
project.

fat
chance, I

know.
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YIPPEE!

Now Salvage

DOOMSDAY

you get
redeployed
to other

projects --

I think
we can work
with these. -- and if

we think of
anything else
we can work

on them
as well.Let’s start

to prepare for
each of these
scenarios --

yeah,
but I would
rather have

redundancy --

-- so you
might want to
salvage some
of the work

you’ve done for
somewhere

else. 

--than
have to work
for the idiot

on the fourth
floor.

for the
sacking scenario
let’s all get our

resumés up to
scratch.

review them
with colleagues

and share contacts
for finding

another job.

A bit of
work now might

mean we can still
use it after the
project gets

cancelled.

each of you
build momentum to find
a job rather than find
yourself unemployed

with no direction on day
one that will lose

you valuable
time.

for those
who are considering

taking the redundancy, you
may want to find out what the

job market is like before you make
the decision to take redundancy

rather than the other
job offer.

for the
salvage strategy,

I will start to package
up the work we could

use on other
projects.

I’ll
also check with

the legal team to
see what is allowed

and what is not
allowed.

if it goes bad, our
work might be put beyond
legal reach when both

parties start arguing about
who’s the owner of the

work and nobody is
allowed to touch

it.
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yeah,
but I’d rather
they did not
cancel the
project.

I haven’t
got enough
cash for the
whole class.

I know it’s
not glamourous,

but can you please
head out for some

supplies?

-- we should
prepare for each

scenario we
identify.

split into
groups of

two or three
and then we’ll get

back together
in an hour.

we all agree
but if reality isn’t
as we’d like it --

you
want a
tea?

thanks.

I’ll
find out what

people want then
give you a hand.
might as well
make myself

useful.

just grab
my purse from
my bag.  should
be enough in

there.

no
problem.
see you in

a bit.
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Blobs
Random musings - Lilly Randall

Increasing your psychic odds
with Scenario Planning

Do you consider yourself a psychic? Having the
ability to predict the future means you don’t have 
to guess what happens next. You can make
predictions knowing that your imagination and
reality always match up.

Most of us have had experiences where a situation 
we thought about carefully turned out to be
completely different in reality than we had
imagined. It happens multiple times a day. We have 
that experience over and over.

While we think, plan and imagine a lot, reality almost 
never aligns with our imagination. Sadly when this 
happens we are not prepared. Our pursuit of a
perfect world leaves us unprepared for the world 
we did not want. How to avoid this painful
situation... Scenario Planning.

Scenario Planning

Scenario Planning is an another expression of real 
options. Like many set based design and other
commitment deferment processes, it pre-dates
real options by many, many years.

Scenario Planning was first popularised by Peter 
Senge's book "The Fifth Discipline". In the book, Peter 
describes how Royal Dutch Shell (spearheaded by 
Arie De Geus, head of the Strategic Planning Group) 
creates a number of scenarios which are then 
taught to the entire organisation. The whole
organisation can then think about how they
would respond to these scenarios.
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All of these scenarios could become true. Having 
these scenarios allows Shell to prepare for worlds 
they like, and for worlds they will not like. As part 
of their preparation they may need to build options.

Preparing for the possible

The scenarios are massive, earth moving events that 
could shake Shell to its core, and destroy it if they 
are not prepared. Scenarios like "A Third World War 
breaks out" or "Oil hits $1000 a barrel" or "Oil runs 
out" have a tremendous effect on a large oil
corporation.

These scenarios had the interesting effect that
the organisation started communicating and
collaborating in ways that it had not seen before. 
The creation of risk management scenarios has
immediate positive benefits beyond just being 
better prepared for a possible future.

Scaling Scenario Thinking

This kind of Scenario Analysis (or risk management) 
can be applied at any scale. From the individual, up 
to the corporation, and finally to the global scale. 
From "I want to be a footballer" to "The Currents in 
the Atlantic turn off and cause an Ice Age". 

Wouldn't it be great if every school child in the 
world were to imagine a world where an Ice Age
occurred. If everyone talked about a single thing. 
Imagine the collaboration it would bring.

Increasing your odds in the future

Talking and reading about it makes sense. Let’s be 
honest how often do you only prepare for a single 
future? Inspect plans and budgets of any company: 
how many futures are they prepared for?

Don’t bet on a single future. Prepare for multiple 
possible futures and have your options for each in 
place. You have just increased your chances of
predicting the future!
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now we have
our personal

scenarios in place,
let’s focus on fixing
the problem for the

project and see
what we can do in the

time left.

this is a
terrible situation

but I think it would
be worse without
the options we
are creating.

everything
I look at

now I think of
as either an
option or a
commitment.

yes.
and I think

we are starting
to internalise
them as well.

yep.
when it last

happened to me
the whole project

froze.

And
for every

commitment,
we look for

options to make
it reversible.

it feels
like we are in

uncharted territory
where we are

using the principles
rather than the

practices.

I even
considered

going to see
a palm
reader.

without
them, the

uncertainty
would be
killing

me.

we are
starting to think

more about options
and pushing commitments

out as far as it is
sensible to, and

gathering information
while we do that.

-- spoken
like a true

master.

pretty
cool, sis --
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I understand
you want to cancel

your funding because
you are concerned
about the risk of
implementing it.

that’s
understandable.

A serious
outage could

have a disastrous
impact on our

business.

I have
prepared a risk
analysis which
consists of a

number of
scenarios.

okay.
but you are
unlikely to
convince

us.

I will
explain our

approach to the
implementation risk

in a moment but
the first scenario for

you to consider is
called “cancel the

project”.

exactly
why we are

here.

it’s just
too much
for us.
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you
have two

competitors
who are updating

their product every
month whilst you
have not updated

yours for
a year.

we hope
to hold on
as long as
possible.

our approach
to risk management
is to consider the
possible scenarios,
and build an option

for each.

our
understanding is

that if this continues
for another year, you
will lose all of your

market share.

we thought
you were updating 

your software
with our weekly
releases, but

you didn’t.

how
does this

work?

which is
why we need to 

implement the solution
we are building which

will allow you to jump
ahead of your competitors

and then release on a
weekly basis to keep

ahead.

yes. but we
cannot lose the
last bit of the

market.

exactly,
which is why
we cannot
risk losing
it before

then.

we have
also developed

monitoring solutions
to give us early
warning of any

problems.

you’re
saying that if

we implement your
solution, and

there’s a
problem --

otherwise
you might lose

valuable
time.

these are
important decisions
so you need to work
out in advance who

will decide.

yes.
-- we can roll

back to our old
solution before it

affects our
business?

but what if we
do not know the

problem has
occured?

for the past
week, we have been
developing roll

back options for
all the scenarios

we’ve identified.

which is
why we make
sure we can
roll back
as well.

correct.

but surely
you cannot

know how long
it takes to

fix in advance.

-- and we work
out how long it
takes to fix the

scenario.

can you
give me an
example?

for each
scenario, we work
out how long your
business can survive

with that
scenario --
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how does the
operator of the

database know that
that is the rule?

that’s easy.
I expect my people
to shut down the

whole system
immediately until we

sort it out.

imagine your
database with the
credit card details
from your clients

gets hacked.

even worse,
somebody might
make a different
decision on how

to deal with
this.

like trying to
fix it while keeping
the system running

to allow service to the
clients to continue but
leaves them vulnerable

at the same time.

if it goes
through the chain
of command to the
top important time

has been lost.

okay.
you’ve got
two days.

I want to
go back and
study these
scenarios.

I better
take your number
in case we have
any questions. we don’t

want to delay
this any

longer than
necessary.

I must
remember to
have some

fun.

uh...
I’m usually no

good at this sort
of thing --

shame to
waste it as
it’s on your
doorstep.

give you
an opportunity

to go to
the cinema.

if I was
going to

ask you out,
I’d suggest

dinner.

no, no.
nothing like

that...

any
recommendations?

there are
a few places
to eat near
your flat.

whoppee....

means you
can relax for
a couple of

days.

better
than

nothing.we got
a couple of

days.

well...so,
heard the

good news.

-- but are
you trying to
ask me out?

...okay
then...
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sorry
about
that.

I find
it hard to
turn off.

he was
the only one

willing to
hire me.

It’s
been the

reason that I
stuck with david

all these
years.

it
happens.

hard to
believe that

that film couldn’t
take your mind

off work.

a friend
recommended

it.

I
suppose...

I haven’t
had a lot of

luck with running
projects in

the past.

I suppose I
should’ve checked
the reviews before

getting the
tickets.

I won’t
be speaking to

him anytime
soon.

if the
project is cancelled,
it isn’t anything to

do with you.

used to
do it a lot

at uni.

not really.
I can play
the piano.

busking?
you

sing?

can I
have the

bill
please?

no,
really.
I don’t

think it’s
a good

idea.

no, no.
I haven’t played

in front of
anyone for

ages.

oh, that’s
something
I’ve got to

hear.

And if
things get

really bad, I
can always go
out busking.

well, I’ve
got some
savings.good

to be
positive.

-- I’ve
been a

bit more
relaxed
about
things.

-- but since
doing all this
real options

stuff to
things --

that’s
no excuse.
besides you
might need

the practice.

I used
to freak out

at the thought
of not

working --

I’m worried
about failing, not

about being
unemployed.

but to
be honest, I’m
not worried
about that.

maybe.

you’ll get
something soon

enough.
you’ve

accomplished
a lot since taking

over.
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...okay...play
your

favourite.

whatever
you want.

anything
you’d like
to hear?

cl�
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DOo�Iup DOo�iup
DOo�Iup DOo�iup

DOo�Iup DOo�iup
DOo�Iup DOo�iup

DOo�Iup DOo�iup
DOo�Iup DOo�iup

DOo�Iup DOo�iup
DOo�Iup DOo�iup

o�Iup DOo�iup
DOo�Iup do--

DOo�Iup DOo�iup
DOo�Iup DOo�iup

DOo�Iup DOo�iup
DOo�Iup DOo�iup

DOo�Iup DOo�iup
DOo�Iup DOo�iup

Rose
randall.
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the
project has
just been

un-cancelled!!

we
have a go

date!

okay.
okay.

do we
celebrate

now?
we

celebrate
when we’re

done.

spoilsport!

I’ll go
out to grab

some coffees.
maybe a cake or

ten. we can
relax --

-- but
it’s not a

celebration
yet.

find out
what people
want, I’ll go
and spread
the good

news...

fair
enough...

thank
you.

t�
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what
is it?

-- I’m sorry
to interrupt
your party 

but we have an
announcement.

can I have
your attention

please --

I am sorry
to say that at

the request of the
client,  rose has been

sacked from the
project.

what?

thank you
for coming

to the project
retrospective.

we will look
at things that

went well that we
want to continue

doing --

Even though
we’ve done one

every release this
one is for the
whole project.

okay.

okay.
it’s TLC
time.

-- so that the
company can

improve future
projects.

now we
are finished,

can we
celebrate?
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I don’t
understand...

I’m sorry,
but it was the

only way we could
promote you so that
you could lead our
next programme

of work.

everybody,
please raise
your glasses
for rose --

-- our
newest vice
president!

Pretty
good, sis. Told
you you’d come

up trumps.

That
you did.

You keep on
with this, see
where it takes

you.

Don’t mean
be the black
cloud, but it

doesn’t always
turn out

for the best.

 Will you
shut up?! You

know how long
it’s taken me To

get her to
this?!!

Sorry, but what
I’m trying to say

 is that as Rose took
a doomed project and
completely turned it

around. There’s a chance
that she’d get lumbered

dealing with all the
lost causes --

 -- It
can become a bit

overwhelming.
How you

think I got
here in the

first place?!

Sounds
like you’re
speaking

from personal
experience.

You’re
saying I
was a
lost

cause...?

Well,
you’re

weren’t
completely

without
hope..

oh...
he’s a

keeper...
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You should
get something

green. It’ll Show
off your tan

better.

I’m not
going out

there to sun
bathe.

Don’t
worry,

it’ll come
natural.

You
saying I don’t

already?
ooohhh

look at you!
One brush with

success and you’ve
turned into a right

little diva!!

Ha... Well
it’s good to
see you more

confident. Makes
you more open.

 .. I try...

I can see.
It’s pretty good
how much you’ve
changed in just
a few months.

I know
some body that
would be glad
to hear about

your experience.

Really?
Who?

You’ll be
turning heads

in no time.

NEW LINES
ADDED

-- rose
randell.
my big
sister.

good
morning.

break
a leg,
sis.

okay.
so here goes
everything.

that risk
scenario thing

alone is worth a
book in its
own right.

are you
kidding?

are you
sure people
are going to

be interested in
what we did?

rose --

-- I’d like
you to meet the

european Learning
Cantina

community.

I’m
pleased to
introduce
our next
speaker --
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well,
where do
I begin...?

sounds
like a lot
of work.

I
want
you.

Well,
that’s an

interesting
option.if you

like, I can make
recommendations.

yes.
I need a
partner.

as you
know, I am
leaving to
set up the
barcelona
project.

it
sounded

quite
mysterious.

thank
you for
coming.

I
like your
office.
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Think
of it as a

commitment.
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The End
(for n�)

Think
of it as a

commitment.
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